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Stock prices for technology companies reached astronomical levels in 1999/2000, resulting from
market speculation. The high priced companies were characterized by low and even no earnings
to speak of. This thesis investigates the listed companies represented in four technology heavy
indices in the U.S. based on a variety of ratios with a goal to determine overvaluation. Compared
to the overall stock market, these are priced at a higher level, though not as high as for the dotcom the period. The corresponding earnings may be explained by sounder business models for
these companies in the current situation.

Venture capitalists are eager to invest in technology due to the high growth and profitability
opportunities. Venture capitalists` interests in technology are increasing, especially within the
software sector and particularly for Internet related companies where social networking
companies receive the highest investments. Based on IPOs being their most successful and
profitable exit strategy, we find it plausible to assume that this increased interest will have a
large impact on the public stock market.

Due to the financial crisis, a lot of private equity companies failed to exit their investments,
leaving the record high investment deals in 2005-2007 still queued to be disinvested. This
pipeline shadow of IPOs is also likely to have an influence on the public market when the IPO
window widens due to increased liquidity in the market.

Due to the high valuation of companies soon to be listed, the thesis further investigates some of
these companies within the Internet related company industry. LinkedIn went public recently,
trading at a price earnings ratio of 1346 after the initial price surged from $45 to $94. 5, a 109
percent increase. This means that the transferred value of $388 million from LinkedIn´s existing
shareholders to the new investors were made due to mispricing of the stock done by the
company`s underwriters. The subsequent companies have either filed, or have said that they will
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file for an IPO within a short time frame; Groupon, Twitter, Zynga and Facebook. To be able to
compare the companies under investigation, a price to sales ratio were computed, showing that
all these companies had an over-valued market capitalization compared to the industry average.
This may be a result of accepted overvaluation of these social networking companies due to a
lack of benchmark companies, as this is a new type of industry.

The valuations and venture capitalist investments in later stage of development, point towards a
hot market for social networking and gaming companies within the sector of technology. The
subsequent high demand for such companies when entering the public market, may lead to a
bubble. The high demand may in turn be explained by media attention towards these companies,
the celebrity stock effect, an under-pricing of the stock done by the underwriters, herd behavior
and an increase of non-professional investors entering the market.
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This thesis has been done for the purpose to elaborate on a currently relevant topic in line with
requirements from the cand.merc. Applied Economics and Finance program at Copenhagen
Business School. The thesis has been written solely by the authors based on knowledge, and
research done in a time frame of late December 2010 to August 2011. We want to give a special
thank you to people who contributed with their professional knowledge who has been helpful in
this process. First of all, our thanks goes to our supervisor Erik Haller Pedersen from the Danish
National Bank, Erik Sonne from the CBS library and Tor Olav Gabrielsen and Morten Pettersen
from Bergen Capital Management.
The writing of this thesis has enabled us to get useful insight on highly relevant topics within the
field of economics and finance, and it has been very interesting to apply theoretical aspects on to
real life situations.
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With the rapid expansion in implementation of information technology, companies have found
ways to efficiently improve their business by benefiting from new technologies. With the birth of
social networks, people and companies are now able to communicate with potentially millions of
people all over the world. Not only can companies communicate directly, but also indirectly by
arranging for people to share information about the company with their contacts. The strong
network effects that some of the Internet companies have achieved, has led to high company
valuations. We know from the previous Internet bubble, that the Internet is able to fascinate and
create expectations by the development of new technological ideas and services. It is easy to be
fascinated of how new technologies work, and cases of overconfidence in the new technology
can lead to valuation uncertainty among investors.

The thesis is motivated by the curiosity to investigate if the development of new era technology
has perceived people to overvalue Internet specific companies, and if these overvaluations have
created a new dot-com bubble, or if a bubble is in the making. The topic is highly relevant in
WRGD\¶Vworld, and has recently received a lot of attention in the media, as more and more
companies are going public.
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Problem Statement and Research Q uestions
Our research aims to investigate the movements both on the listed and unlisted U.S. technology
market, in an attempt to contribute to clarify the recent speculations with regards to the question
of a new dot-com bubble. Our main topic of interest and problem statement is:

Are we in, or approaching a new dot-com bubble?
We aim to answer our main problem with the use of our research question. The research
questions for this thesis are divided into two parts, and it is following:

1. Can we find indicators from the U.S. stock market that point towards a new dot-com
bubble?
2. And can we find behavior in the unlisted market that may indicate a new dot-com
bubble?
From the first research question we will focus solely on the companies listed in the U.S. stock
market, and compare the development in fundamentals based on today and the previous bubble.

O utline of the thesis

Part 1

C hapter 1:
Introduction
C hapter 5:
Fundamental
values

Part 2

Part 3

C hapter 7:
Market
Analysis

C hapter 2:
Background

C hapter 3:
Theory

C hapter 6.1:
Fundamental
Analysis

C hapter 4:
First dotcom bubble
C hapter 6.2:
Technical
Analysis

C hapter 8:
Conclusion

Figure  1  -‐  The  Outline  of  the  Thesis  
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The thesis is structured into three parts. The first part provides the foundation of the thesis in
terms of research questions and useful insights about the overall stock market and the stock
market for Information Technology. The first part explains the indices of relevance and the
theoretical part of a bubble going into different stages. Part 1 will also go through the theoretical
framework used to support the conclusion. Within the theoretical chapter we will go into
theories that are relevant for our investigation of a potential new dot-com bubble. By looking at
the previous dot-com bubble we will examine different factors and mechanisms that contributed
to the creation of the previous dot-com bubble as well as highlighting the perceived knowledge
from the previous bubble.

In part 2 we will first provide explanations of different fundamental values that will be used in
the analysis of the Internet related companies. By comparing the Internet indices to the general
market we aim to investigate any irregularities, as well as identifying trends. The analysis will
consist of a technical analysis where we aim to highlight the different events that had an impact
on the development of the indices, as well as a fundamental analysis that will investigate the
different fundamental values. By identifying trends and irregularities we aim to answer our first
research question.

In part 3 we aim to shed light on the fact that the creation of the bubble not necessarily only
happens for the listed companies, but it may happen within the unlisted companies as well. By
looking at the movements in venture capitalist and private equity investments, number of IPOs,
the development in the U.S. interest rate, as well as investigating five Internet companies, we
aim to answer whether the movements outside the stock market is hot. Chapter 7 will be relying
on the theories from part 1, as well as some of the factors from the last bubble. From this section
of part 3 we aim to answer our second research question in order to proceed towards a
conclusion. The last chapter connects the findings from the analysis with the findings from
chapter 7, in order to answer our main problem statement, and to conclude if we are approaching
a new bubble or if we currently are in a dot-com bubble.
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Scope and Delimitation
The subject of the thesis is broad and in order to be able to answer our research questions and
problem statement we have narrowed down our scope of research. The concentrated focus aims
to grasp the most important factors related to our research questions, however due to the
restriction with regards to space and characters we have chosen to explicitly cover the American
markets. Due to different limitations we do not take the large uncertainty in the U.S. and world
economy into consideration. The thesis aims to focus primarily on the technology sector, but
also to some extent the historical data and events from general market in order to create a
benchmark. We do however compare historical events with the indices to see their reaction to
previous events. Following the investigation in the U.S. market only, we aim to uncover a
potential dot-com bubble for this market.

More specifically with regards to chapter four, our intention is not to list or describe all
mechanisms and reasons for why the bubble happened, rather to highlight important mechanisms
that based on research have been receiving attention, this in order to look for some similarities
and differences within WRGD\¶VVLWXDWLRQEDVHGRQWKHH[SHULHQFHIURPWKHprevious bubble.

M ethodology
The main methodology used in this thesis is a quantitative method for an analysis of the
companies represented in the stock market. In order to get a comprehensive picture, fundamental
and technical analyses are conducted. Due to limitations in form of time, space and available
information, an in debt qualitative analysis is not done. Instead, we have relied on work done by
others when needed.

The thesis contains two analytical parts; the data analysis of listed companies in the U.S. and a
more descriptive analysis of the market situation for newly listed and unlisted companies within
4|Page

the social networking industry. For further calculations, raw data material and supplementary
charts, we refer to appendix O.

The data series examined are the weekly and monthly closing levels in the main stock market
indices in the technology sector in the U.S. based on the Global Industry Classification Standard
(Morgan Stanley Capital International and Standard & Poor's). The indices are chosen to get an
overall representation of this sector in the U.S.

Using data gathered from Bloomberg, on a monthly basis for the time frame of 1995 to 2011, we
capture the run-up to the dot-com bubble and the current market situation. This is not possible
for Nasdaq Internet Index (QNET) as Bloomberg could only provide recent data from 2011
hence it is charted from the first available date. To be able to see how the technology industry
differs from the overall stock market, the S&P 500 index is used as a benchmark. We will also
consider the Internet industry against the benchmark market, as not all technology companies are
Internet companies. By solely using the Internet indices Amex IIX and QNET we will be able to
differentiate, as well as look at Nasdaq Computer as a representative index for technology.

Charts are used to provide a visual display of data and help organize information. This reveal
patterns between the variables and helps to compare and to see contrasts between entities. Some
of the indices shown in the charts are rebased for the sake of comparison. When needed, tables
are used for further evaluation and illustration.

Short- and long-term trends are, when possible, shown as moving average computed in
DataStream based on 30 days and 200 days moving averages. However, this was not possible
allover so when needed we compute the trends in Excel based on data from Bloomberg. Then the
short-term perspective is calculated based on a monthly moving average in Excel from weekly
data. The long-term trend is based on monthly observations, providing an overview of 180 days
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instead of 200 days moving average. The 180 days are chosen to ease the calculations when
manually computing the moving average.

The thesis contains two analytical parts; the data analysis of listed companies in the U.S. and a
more descriptive analysis of the market situation for newly listed and unlisted companies within
the social networking industry.

The data analysis for the listed companies is divided into technical and fundamental analysis.
The technical analysis is applied to the price development in the indices under investigation to
see how they respond to different economic events through time. Also index price versus
earnings in the indices are examined in the light of these events. The purpose is to see if there are
some differences between the markets that may indicate different responses to forthcoming
events related to the current situation, where the oil price and interest rate level are of particular
interest.

The fundamental analysis is applied to the different ratios we find of relevance. A number of
different ratios were computed to be able to choose a range that provides us with the most
comprehensive information in order to conclude on the current market situation as well as the
trends in the technology market compared to the benchmark. Some commenting on the
development of the ratios is done when it appears to be relevant.

With regards to the analysis of hot market in the second part, we have computed the Price to
Sales ratio (PSR) based on estimates which are explained in the next section. The index average
PSR is calculated with data gathered from Bloomberg, with monthly closing levels.
Sharespost.com is an online market place for illiquid assets, which has provided us information
in order to compute the PSR. We have chosen to use the implied valuation when available from
Sharespost, as this valuation is calculated on the basis of outstanding shares and last traded share
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price in the second market. Further analysis of the chosen unlisted companies in chapter seven is
based on research done by neXtup, a company that is a part of Global Silicon Valley Partners.
The research gives a good indication towards valuation of the companies in the second market,
as these are based on information available from reliable sources such as the S-1 filings.
Although the companies may be valued differently depending on who is valuating them, we
found that after comparing these valuations to others done by different parties, these valuation
ranges are supported by others as well. For LinkedIn, the data was gathered from Bloomberg, as
this is a listed company.

Chapter seven is meant to illustrate the movements in the Internet sector, and to provide numbers
based on estimates done by others. The main point is to illustrate the increased interest in
Internet companies, by looking further into some of the companies which is considered pioneers
and big players in the industry of social networking.

M ethodology and L imitation C ritics

Two indices are generally considered as good benchmarks for the U.S. market; the Dow Jones
Industrial Average (DJIA) and the Standard & Poor´s 500 index (S&P 500). The DJIA consists
of 30 large companies, where the average is price-weighted, representing their performance in
the stock market. The S&P 500 index is a market capitalization weighted index of the 500 largest
companies listed in the U.S. Based on the difference in methods of weighting as well as the
number of companies, we choose to use the S&P 500 index as a benchmark for the overall
representation of the U.S. stock market.

Due to lack of available accounting information for the companies in chapter 7, we chose to
calculate the Price to Sales ratio in opposed to the Price Earnings ratio and the Enterprise Value
compared to Revenue ratio. Most of these companies are relatively new to the business, which
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also makes the PSR more suitable to use, as the ratios based on book values are suffering due to
low or no earnings for companies in their early stages.

L iterature Review based on relevant theory on bubble theory:
Fama (1970) presented the market efficiency hypothesis with his article about Efficient Capital
Markets. The theory contained the hypothesis that the stock market was looked upon as efficient,
meaning that the stock prices reflected all available information. Burton took this further in his
article where he is stating tKDWWKH³VWRFNPDUNHWVDUHPRUHHIILFLHQWDQGOHVVSUHGLFWDEOHWKDQ
PDQ\UHFHQWDFDGHPLFSDSHUVZRXOGKDYHXVHWREHOLHYH´(Burton, 2003, p. 2). He also says that
the prices from the past cannot explain the future prices, as the stock price tomorrow is only
reflecting information of tomorrow, which again points that the development in stock prices are
unpredictable. We will go further in detail both in terms of the efficient market hypothesis and
the study of Burton further on in our theory chapter.

In accordance to Shiller (2002), he indicated that the days of glory for the market efficiency
hypothesis was in the 1970s, and that the focus shifted in the 1990s where the field of behavioral
ILQDQFHGLGLWVHQWU\6KLOOHUH[SODLQVLQKLVDUWLFOH³)URP(IILFLHQW0DUNHW7KHRU\WR%HKDYLRUDO
)LQDQFH´WKHIHHGEDFNPRGHODQGZKDWKHFDOOVDSULFH-to-price feedback theory (Shiller, 2002).
A theory explaining how an increase in share price may lead to further price increase through
factors as; word-to-mouth enthusiasm, public attention and people talking about new era and
models that explain and justify the increase in price. This feedback goes into a loop as the further
increase in price increases the demand which again increases the price. When this feedback is not
interrupted, a creation of a bubble may be a fact. Shiller also notes that the feedback theory is not
only creating the upside of a bubble, but also the downside as the feedback effect can effect
negatively as well. The theory per se is nothing new, as Shiller illustrates with quotes showing
that even in the 1600s the theory was present.
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7KHWHUPEXEEOHLVRIWHQXVHGLQWRGD\¶VVRFLHW\DQGLVRIWHQUHODWed to financial crises and
VSHFXODWLRQV.LQGOHEHUJHUDQG$OLEHUGHILQHVDEXEEOHDV³A bubble is an upward price
PRYHPHQWRYHUDQH[WHQGHGSHULRGRIILIWHHQWRIRUW\PRQWKVWKDWWKHQLPSORGHV´ (2005, p. 29).
However LQJHQHUDO³Economists use the term bubble to mean any deviation in the price of an
DVVHWRUDVHFXULW\RUDFRPPRGLW\WKDWFDQQRWEHH[SODLQHGLQWHUPVRIWKHIXQGDPHQWDOV´
(Kindleberger & Aliber, 2005, p. 29). A bubble is important for investors as it opens the
possibility to make large profits on boom state, and being able to recognize the peak of a bubble
will prevent huge losses. It is important to highlight that even though a bubble may allow for
revenues, it will also allow for massive losses due to a large downside.

For our thesis the focus is towards bubbles in the technology industry, and especially within
Internet related companies, also known as dot-coms. The previous dot-com bubble has been
examined briefly by academics and economist, among the most famous is Robert Shiller and
Perkins & Perkins. They tried to explain the first dot-com bubble and how it was created. In the
light of bubble theory, Shiller tried to explain the boom by psychological factors which led to the
burst in his book Irrational Exuberance. Shiller`s book has been extensively used throughout
chapter 4 in order to explain the factors and mechanisms, alongside with Perkins & Perkins,
another contributor describing the Internet bubble, in thHLUERRN´,QWHUQHW%XEEOH´6KLOOHU
illustrates in his book that the feedback theory was applicable explaining the boom of the bubble,
and he highlight for example the media as an important contributor to the bubble, as the media
initiated and delivered the message about successful increases in share prices, especially within
the technology sector. With regards to Shiller, Fama, Kindleberger and Perkins & Perkins, are
authors looked upon as trustworthy, and have contributed extensively to research.

The literature goes far in explaining the speculative bubbles, and Rodrigue (2006) takes it one
step further by characterizing the different stages of a bubble, as a bubble is not necessarily
something that happens overnight. To be able to put a bubble into system by classifying it into
different stages, we rely on academic work done by Rodrigue (2006). The four main stages
allow us to determine which of the stages the industry fit in to.
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Books used for teaching at master degree level, base a foundation for underlying understanding
of the topics emphasized on. Articles used in this thesis are mainly gathered from journals,
making them great contributions towards research and different point of views within their topics
of discussion. As the problem statement under investigation is evolving whilst this thesis is
written, the completion of this paper is depending of information also gathered from certain web
pages, for this to be up to date.
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The purpose of this chapter is to provide relevant background information, elaborate on the stock
market with focus on the technology market and present the different phases in a bubble.

T he Stock M ar ket
The overall market consists of the stock market and the over the counter market. The stock
market refers to the financial market where company shares, derivatives and other securities are
listed on the stock exchange and traded between investors and security issuers. Different sized
participants, such as governments, corporations, large hedge fund traders and banks, are involved
in stock market activities.

The stock market may take form as virtual or physical arenas. This is either stock markets where
trading is done electronically where traders are connected through a network of computers, or in
open outcry where the traders enter verbal bids in physical locations like on a trading floor. The
market acts as a marketplace and a clearing house for stock trading. A clearing house ensures the
buyers and sellers that the counterpart will not default on the transaction. The stock exchanges
collect and deliver securities traded, and guarantees for the payment (World Stock Markets).

T he M ar kets

The stock market is divided into the primary and the secondary market. The primary market is
used to raise money for business, hence the market for new issues where corporations,
governments and companies collect funds through issuing securities giving the investors the
opportunity to invest in these securities and contributing to economic growth. The secondary
market is the market where the already existing securities are traded. This also represent the
dealer market, or the auction market such as an over the counter market (OTC) (World Stock
Markets) .
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The Primary Market
The investment banks play an important role as the underwriters in the primary market, as they

set the initial share price range and supervise the sales process of the company getting listed.
When a firm is going public its long-term financing, such as loans from financial institutions, are
excluded from the primary market. The equity is essentially private capital that is converted into
public by converting the amount into securities to common shareholders, where three different
methods are available. Rights issue is offered to existing shareholders or through holding stock
brokers where the right may be exercised fully, partially or not at all. If the shareholder exercises
their right, the company receives capital from the shareholder in exchange for stocks and in this
way raises new equity in the market (Lim, 2009). Preferential issue is a relatively faster way of
raising equity by issuing shares for designated buyers, for example employees (Reuters, 2011).
Initial public offering (IPO) is done when the company (the issuer) is placing its common shares
in the stock market for the first time. This will be further elaborated later in the thesis.

The Secondary Market
After trading in the primary market the security will enter the secondary market where an

investor can buy a security directly from another investor and not directly from the issuer (Share
Market Basics). The secondary market are said to be a liquid market and plays an important role
due to the efficient capital market. The secondary market is divided into the dealer market for
the OTC securities and the auction market referring to stock exchanges (Maps of World-2).

Over the Counter Market (O T C)
Unlisted companies with, very often, small securities that do not meet the requirements of the

market capitalization for being traded on a stock exchange, are traded through a dealer network
instead. The dealers negotiate directly with each other using computer networks and phone to
trade OTC securities. These types of securities are stocks and derivatives that are traded on the
Over-the-Counter Bulletin Board (OTCBB) or on the pink sheets. The OTC market is the
primary market for U.S. government and municipal bonds. Bonds are not traded on an exchange
and are therefore considered as OTC securities, mostly traded, along with other debt securities,
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by the investment banks. Nasdaq operates as a dealer network, but is generally not classified as
an OTC market, but a stock exchange (Angel, 2004).

T he Information T echnology M ar ket in G eneral
Information Technology (IT) can EHGHILQHGDV³DQ\IRUPRIFRPSXWHU-based information
V\VWHPLQFOXGLQJPDLQIUDPHDVZHOODVPLFURFRPSXWHUDSSOLFDWLRQV´(Orlikowski & Gash, 1992,
p. 2). IT is a broad term used to explain the use of computers and other types of technology to
transfer and share information over networks. A microcomputer application is a software
application that you have on your personal computer, which allows for transferring and sharing
information. One example of a software application, which contributes to discovery and sharing
of information, LVDZHEEURZVHU HJ,QWHUQHW([SORUHU0R]LOOD)LUHIR[$SSOH¶V6DIDUL*RRJOH
Chrome, Opera etc.). In short, a web browser connects a computer to the Internet. On the Internet
we find extensive amount of companies and websites that are working for the purpose of
delivering any kind of information. Mainframe is referred to a large computer with the
possibility to run different applications. In order to illustrate what a mainframe computer does,
we can use the example of employees in a bank. Most of the applications that run on each of the
employees` computer are processing outside the computer and from a network. This is where the
mainframe computer comes in, as it is the device that actually runs the applications. The
employees connect their pc through the network and get access to the application that is running
on a mainframe computer.

The evolution of IT has made it possible for small companies to serve a large market, without
having to have a large staff. The use of computer-based tools have allowed for easier and more
efficient ways to distribute information.

An Internet-based company is a division within the IT sector where the company does most of its
business on the Internet, usually through a website. Among many Internet-based companies we
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have popular examples like Amazon, Google and eBay. The common denominator for these
companies is that they provide some sort of information to their customers, hence they are also
defined as IT companies. The evolution in the Internet-based market has led to the creation of
several Internet indices, especially the NYSE AMEX Inter@ctive Week (hereafter known as the
IIX, @Net or Amex), and the Nasdaq QNET index.

Technology companies, on average, enjoy high growth rates due to expectations of a more rapid
growth compared to a traditional company. Even so, some technology companies do not have
profits for the first ten years, characterized by losses or small profits. Bartov et.al explains this
valuation of negative book value for Internet firms to be indicating investments in research and
development and other intangible assets, perhaps in relation to an IPO (Bartov, Partha, &
Seethamraju, 2002).

Technology companies tend to attract investors that are interested in profiting from increase in
share price instead of dividends, as this sector is considered a leading sector for growth-based
investments. For the companies to be able to grow, they retain dividends and reinvest profits for
further expansion.

A traditional company consists of mainly tangible assets such as machinery, buildings etc, and
relatively little intangible assets. Technology companies are characterized by minimal tangible
assets, where the majority are intangible assets; nonmonetary assets without a physical
substance, such as brand, reputation, and value of intellectual property in trademarks, software,
etc. Human capital is a very important asset for a company. Intangible assets less the costs of
development form a positive value under goodwill. Intangible assets and goodwill is some of the
most complex assets to value, making valuations of companies in the sector difficult (Bartov,
Partha, & Seethamraju, 2002).
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Solidity

Companies within the sector tend to have more cash on average than companies in other sectors.
Technology companies tend to have lower debt ratios due to fewer tangible assets compared to
companies in other industries. As a result, technology companies need to spend less of their
income on debt payments, enabling them to build cash reserves.
The lower proportion of tangible assets allows tech companies to have a lower degree of debt,
which in turn leads to lower proportion of the revenue to pay for debt. Instead many of the tech
companies are able to build up large cash reserves. Large amounts of cash influence the stock
price through the company´s possibilities of further growth through mergers and acquisitions,
research and development as well as the ability to pay dividends to shareholders. Large
technology companies have enormous amounts of cash at the moment.

F igure 2 - T he 10 tech firms with the largest net cash positions compared to price estimates

Source: (Nasdaq, 2011b)

In the technology sector, Internet companies have one of the highest cash contributions to stock
value according to Nasdaq. These cash contributions, as a percentage of share price, amounts to
38.2 percent for VeriSign, 30 percent for AOL and 18 percent of Akamai (Nasdaq, 2011b).
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Microsoft reported cash amounting $ 40.2 billion, Google reports $35.0 billion and Apple $27
billion (Rosoff, 2011).

Stock Index C alculations

Stock indices may be calculated differently based on weighting by either market capitalization
(cap), price or it may be equal weighted (Bos, 2000). The market capitalization weighted index
(Beabu.com-1) is also referred to as a market-value weighted index, and can also be a modified
market capitalization weighted index. An individual stock in a market capitalization weighted
index is given its weight proportionally to their market capitalization. This indicates that the
bigger market capitalization for the individual stock, thus more influential is the individual stock
on the index. Since the index is weighted based on market capitalization, it takes into account
corporate actions like issues of new shares etc. This stock index calculation is the most common
and is used by indices like the S&P 500. Some indices operates with a modified market
capitalization, hence the market capitalization is computed from the last sale price of each share
multiplied with an adjusted number of outstanding shares divided by a divisor (Nasdaq, 2011d).

Instead of weighting the shares based on market capitalization, another way is the price-weighted
index. This weighting is based on the value of the stock price, meaning a stock of $20 will
receive a higher weighting than a stock of $5. An index that is characterized by price weighing is
the Dow Jones Industrial Average. However the price weighted method has some limitations as
the price level is not necessarily explaining the size of the company. A high-tech company would
normally have a high share price, compared to stocks from other industries (Beabu.com-2).
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6WDQGDUG 3RRU¶V
6WDQGDUG 3RRU¶V 6 3 LV known to investors as a leader within credit rating, indices,
investment research and risk evaluations. One of the most followed large-cap American stock
indices is maintained by S&P, the S&P Composite 500 index (Standard & Poor's - about). Today
S&P is a division within the McGraw-Hill company, which acquired S&P in 1966 (The
McGraw-Hill Companies - Corporate History). With offices in 23 countries and a history of
existence for 150 years, S&P is a well-known and respected company.

6WDQGDUG 3RRU¶V&RPSRVLWHLQGH[

6WDQGDUG 3RRU¶V&RPSRVLWHLQGH[ 6 3 LVDQLQGH[RIWKHU.S. stock market first
published in 1957 (Standard & Poor's - Indices). The S&P 500 targets to cover the 500 largest
companies in leading industries of the U.S. Economy (S&P 500 - Fact Sheet) and is considered
among the best measurement of the U.S. Equities market. The companies included in the index
are selected on the basis of their market size, liquidity and sector, (Investorwords.com) and
simply not just a list of the 500 largest companies by revenue or market capitalization
(Fool.com). The S&P 500 index aims to be a liquid index supporting investment products like
index mutual funds, exchange traded funds, index portfolios, index futures and options (Standard
& Poor's - U.S Indices, 2011). In 2007 the S&P 500 index went from being a market
capitalization weighted index to become float weighted, meaning that only stocks that are
available for public trading are included in the index. The currently ten largest companies are
presented in table 1 showing three out of ten is IT companies.
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T able 1 - Top 10 largest companies by M ar ket C ap on S& P 500

Source: (Standard & Poor's - Indices, 2011)

G lobal Industry C lassification Standard (G I CS®)
In cooperation between S&P and Morgan Stanley Capital International (MSCI) the Global
Industry Classification Standard (GICS) was developed in 1999 in an attempt to provide a global
standard for classifying what sector and industries each public traded company belonged to
(Standard & Poor's - GICS, 2006). This eased the comparison of industries, on regional, country
and on a global level. The GICS classification system looks at company performance rather than
a module for tracking GDP and the economy in general. The GICS is divided into 10 different
sectors, these sectors are divided into 24 industry groups, which are consequently divided into 67
industries, separated into 147 Sub-Industries. The ten different sectors are accordingly:
Consumer Discretionary, Consumer Staples, Energy, Financials, Health Care, Industrials,
Materials, Information Technology, Telecommunication Services, and Utilities (See Appendix A
for a sector breakdown).
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A merican Stock E xchange
The American Stock Exchange is located in New York. The index is an auction based exchange,
differing from an electronic exchange with respect to a physical trading floor where specialists
are trading (Harper, 2004). The exchange has been subjected to several mergers and acquisitions;
merging with Nasdaq in 1998 to become Nasdaq - Amex Market Group (New York Stock
Exchange, 2011), becoming independent in 2004 (Wolkoff, Neal L, 2004) and again, in 2008, be
acquired by NYSE Euronext and rebranded as, how we know it today, NYSE Amex Equities.
NYSE Amex Equities is a market weighted index positioning to be a primary market for micro
and small cap companies (New York Stock Exchange - Amex Equities). The range of micro-cap
and small cap companies are defined to be businesses within $50 to $300 million for micro
(Investopedia.com, 2011a) and $300 million to $2 billion for small cap (Investopedia.com,
2011b). NYSE Amex Equities specialize in options and exchange traded funds (ETFs), where
the ETF fund consist of a variety of different securities, which together aims to represent the
performance of an index. After Chicago Board Options exchange, NYSE Amex is the second
largest options exchange in the U.S. with more than 500 operating companies and funds
(Yahoo.com - NYSE Amex).

Inter @ctive Week Internet Index

In a cooperation between the magazine Inter@ctive Week and The American Stock Exchange
the AMEX Inter@ctive week index was created in august 1995, with the goal to create a
benchmark measure for ,QWHUQHWUHODWHGFRPSDQLHV¶SHUIRUPDQFH7KHLQGH[LVDPDUNHWYDOXHweighted index and more specifically a modified market capitalization weighted index (Amex-1,
2011).

The Amex index consists of 36 Internet companies (See Appendix B for a detailed list), where
the combination of relevant companies represent a broad range for benchmarking the fluctuations
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related to the Internet LQGXVWU\7KHLQGH[DLPVWRPHDVXUH³FRPSDQLHVLQYROYHGLQSURYLGLQJ
Internet infrastructure and access, developing and marketing Internet content and software and
conducting business over the Internet´(Nasdaq, 2011d). Several academic papers use the
S&P500 and Amex for purpose of solid benchmarks, see Ofek & Richardson (2003) and Fong &
Yong (2005) for further illustrations. The evolution of Internet companies during the first dotcom period led to an establishment of many Internet indices, however many of them is not
maintained today. Some examples of other indices which exist in the U.S. today are the Nasdaq
Internet Index (QNET), the Morgan Stanley Dean Witter Internet Index and Chicago Board
Options Exchange Internet Index (INX).

Nasdaq Q N E T

In late 2007, the Nasdaq Internet Index (QNET) was launched by Nasdaq to track the growth of
Internet companies aiming to be a benchmark for a broad range of Internet-related services.
Nasdaq is known for a large share of Internet company listings. QNET consists of 67 companies
(Nasdaq OMX-1, 2011), and the index is a modified market capitalization-weighted index
(Nasdaq OMX-2, 2011). QNET is a price return index, which does not consider any cash
dividends, and the stocks must be listed on Nasdaq Stock Market, NYSE or NYSE Amex. The
index is rebalanced each quarter for the maximum weight not exceeding 8 percent and no more
than five securities upholding this 8 percentage weight. The index is relatively new compared to
the Amex index, hence a limitation of data for the index.

Nasdaq Computer Index

The Nasdaq Computer index (IXK) has existed since 1993. The index value is calculated based
on a market capitalization-weighted index where securities are added or removed if a change in
the Industry Classification Benchmark (ICB) is made, allowing reclassified securities to be a part
of the Nasdaq Computer index (ICB, 2008). The ICB is an alternative to the GICS standard,
though quite similar in structure. What differs them are a few dissimilarities in the subsectors.
The ICB divides the Technology industry into Software & Computer Services and Technology
Hardware & Equipment which subsequently are divided into seven different subsectors. Nasdaq
Computer covers six of these subsectors omitting Telecommunications Equipments (Standard &
Poor's - GICS, 2006). Even though the index covers Internet companies, it has a larger scope
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including companies which is not purely Internet related. The range of companies, currently 404
companies (Nasdaq, 2011e), existing on the Nasdaq Computer index are all represented in the
Nasdaq stock market.

Short Conclusion

Evaluating the indices based on availability of data over time, as well as the number of indices
components, we have decided to primarily use the Amex IIX as the representative for Internet
companies in our analysis. This due to the fact that it has been present during the first bubble,
and are still present today, as well as having a solid base of companies that the index follows. We
have also decided to bring in the QNET index due to the amount of index components; however
the availability of data is primarily from 2011. In order to cover a broader scope within the
technology sector we have decided to bring in the Nasdaq Computer Index in our analysis, this in
order to cover fluctuations in the technology sector.

Nasdaq
Nasdaq is the largest U.S. electronic market and the first electronic stock market in the world. It
made the first formal debut in 1971 lowering the spread between the bid and ask price of the
stock, now bringing millions of investors and companies together by the use of technology.
About 3300 companies are listed at Nasdaq representing business-leaders within several areas,
including technology, retail, communications, financial services, transportation, media and
biotechnology industries, but is well known for being a high tech exchange trading many new,
high growth and volatile stocks due to a significantly lower listing fees than others, operating
with a maximum price of $150 000 (ADVFN, 2011). Nasdaq is a highly liquid market, trading
more equity per day than any other U.S. market. Using complex computer and
telecommunications network, the Nasdaq is able to deliver critical investment information to
more than 1.3 million users in 83 countries at a timely transmit. The Nasdaq is a publicly owned
company traded on its own exchange under the ticker NDAQ where 54% is traded on the
exchange, making it the primary market for the primary listed stocks (Nasdaq, 2011a).
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As the Nasdaq uses a computer and telecommunication system for trading, it has no physical
trading floor. To create a physical presence, the Nasdaq Market Site is located in the middle of
Time SqXDUHLQ1HZ<RUNSURYLGLQJILQDQFLDOLQIRUPDWLRQKRXUVDGD\,WLVDWUDGHU¶VPDUNHW
and operates as a market maker where brokers buy and sell stocks through the Nasdaq rather than
directly from each other. There are certain strict financial criteria to be met by a company to be
listed on the Nasdaq Market Site. According to their listing requirements a company must have
an initial minimum bid price of $5 and must maintain a stock price above $1, with a total value
of outstanding stocks at a value of at least $1.1 million. As an alternative for smaller
capitalization companies, they can be listed on the Nasdaq SmallCap Market (Nasdaq Listings
and Markets, 2009). From how the companies eligibility changes, Nasdaq will move the
companies from one market to the other (ADVFN, 2011).

C reation of a bubble
Bull markets are characterized by optimism, investors having confidence in the market segment
and high expected future results. For a market to go from being a bull market to a bubble the
increase in stock prices and volume are no longer underpinned on strong fundamental values.
The stock prices continue to increase although fundamentals are not, moving away from intrinsic
value. The bubble occurs after an extended period of overvaluation often stemming from
speculation in the market. The speculators focus on the resale value rather than the intrinsic
value. At artificially high asset values the investors focus on that the stock may be sold at an
even higher, irrational price at a later date as illustrated by the greater fool theory. However at
some point the bubble burst due to lost market confidence and market correction.

A speculative bubble are characterized by the greater fool theory which states that people
continue to invest in overvalued stocks with the aim of selling within a short time to another
investor, who is an even greater fool, at a yet higher price making a profit (Krantz, 2001).
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Based on Kindleberger´s theoU\³0RQNH\VHHPRQNH\GR´LOOXVWUDWHVWKHIDFWWKDWWKHUHLV
QRWKLQJPRUHXQGHUPLQLQJIRUDSHUVRQ¶VVHOI-esteem than to see its neighbor get rich. When
households and companies realize that others are making money on speculative businesses they
tend to follow as well, bringing non-professional investors to speculate in stock markets. The
investment activity moves away from rational towards irrational behavior leading to bubbles,
when this is recognized rational investors exits making a profit. More and more investors in the
market realize this leading to a rush for cashing out stock returns, leading to a substantial
decrease in stock prices (Kindleberger C. P., 1989).

History shows several examples where speculative trading in some commodity or financial assets
lead to rapid rise in prices which in turn leads to collapse in the market. The Dutch tulip mania of
the 1630s is considered as the first speculative bubble in history. Demand for certain tulip bulbs
pushed prices to the extreme, reaching levels similar to a normal persons yearly income, until it
peaked and became almost worthless in early 1637 (Dufwenberg, Lindqvist, & Moore, 2005).

According to Dr Jean Paul Rodrigue, bubbles have four phases; stealth, awareness, mania and
blow-off (Rodrigue, 2006).
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F igure 3 - M ain stages in a bubble

Stealth Phase

The stealth phase is characterized by professionals investing in an industry or market segment
that others have not yet found. This is done quietly and cautiously to prevent others from taking
the desired positions that may be of significant future valuations.

Awareness Phase

In the awareness phase investors starts to see the potential profit in the industry. Their increased
investing drive prices up, and in this phase some investors make profit by selling off
accompanied by further sell-off phases in the bull market. Media start to take interest in the
activity in the industry or market segment during the later stages of this phase. According to
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Davis (2006) media´s attention can drive trading activity to extremes by affecting the investors in
extreme market movements. Davis also found that media contributed to worsen the market
response to news and to enhance irrational market expectations.

M ania Phase

In this phase stock prices are raising attracting attention from the public. The awareness creates
an increase in demand for stocks of companies in the VHJPHQWDVWKHUHVXOWRIWKH³LQYHVWPHQW
RSSRUWXQLW\RIDOLIHWLPH´7KLVLQWXUQOHDGVWRRYHUFRQILGHQFHLQWKHPDUNHWZKLFKLVEDVHGRQ
stock prices driven by speculators focusing on the resale value rather than the intrinsic value. A
lot of cash is circulating the market creating even higher expectations and pushing share values
to excessive levels. At this point, professional investors such as institutional investors and
venture capitalists exit their investments based on the high market demand, making profit.
Investors still in the market at this point see paper profit and are interested in keeping the asset
inflation going as they are heavily invested in the market.

At some point the high level of fundamentals are justified by theories rationalizing the market
behavior and fundamental values by stating that this time it is different and that a permanent high
level is normal. This also attempts to justify the future expectations of price increases. At this
point, the bubble is about to burst.

Blow off Phase

A paradigm shift occurs when investors realize that stock prices are artificial due to some kind of
trigger. Everyone tries to sell their assets making the supply for stocks higher than demand
pushing the prices down even further. Due to the greater fool theory the investors try to sell their
assets to someone that still believe in increased prices, but this becomes more and more difficult
as the demand is dropping. Stop-loss mechanisms kick in and leveraged investors are obligated
to sell affecting the drop in stock prices even further.
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M ar ket E fficiency

Fama (1970) GHILQHGWKHPDUNHWHIILFLHQF\K\SRWKHVLVLQZKHUHKHGHILQHV³DQHIILFLHQW
PDUNHW´DVDPDUNHWZKHUHWKHSULFHVIXOO\UHIOHFt all available information at all time. He
suggested that all available information regarding the stock market was already implemented in
the stock price, so no investor had the advantage in predicting the return on a stock price because
all investors had access to the same information. This means that at any given time the prices
reflect all available information in the market at that time for that specific stock. Through his
empirical work he divided the tests into three forms of accessible information, namely weak,
semi-strong and strong form. The weak form represents only historical prices. The testing of the
semi-strong form examines if the prices adjust efficiently to other information that is clearly
available to the public, such as information regarding announcements of annual earnings, stock
splits, etc. In some cases some investors have access to information that no one else has, or has
access to this information before the public, this is reviewed in the strong form tests. Fama came
to the conclusion that the efficient market model holds up well (Fama, 1970).

The efficient market hypothesis is generally associated with the random walk model, stating that
future prices are not to be predicted based on the prices from the past (Burton, 2003). This is the
result of the believe in stock prices to immediately reflect the flow of information, so the stock
prices of tomorrow reflects only the information of tomorrow and thereby are independent of the
price changes today, making these changes unpredictable and random.

In general the stock market and individual stocks were believed to reflect information at the
instant of the information to arise, incorporated into the prices without delay. Based on this
believe, there is no use in technical analysis that tries to predict future prices based on the prices
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in the past, nor analysis of fundamentals based on the financial information, allowing the
investors to select undervalued stocks.

Some of the market efficiency critics are arguing that prices could not possibly be set by rational
investors based on events in several periods in the recent history, hence the dot-com bubble
where psychological considerations must have played a role. From Burton G. Malkiel´s point of
view, markets can be efficient even if many of its participants are quite irrational, and even if
stock prices experience greater volatility than what can be explained by fundamentals. One of the
reasons for him, and other economists for doing so, is that they are strong believers of the market
to reflect new information quickly and mostly accurately, not allowing investors to earn aboveaverage risk adjusted returns. From his believes that if the market has predictable patterns in for
example predicted returns, the professional investors should be able to beat the market. Based on
a number of studies of the mutual fund performance, managers were not able to outperform
indices, and thereby the market, even though they had strong incentives to do so. This shows a
convincing evidence of market efficiency (Malkiel, 2003),QWKHDUWLFOH³7KH(IILFLHQW0DUNHW
+\SRWKHVLVDQGLWV&ULWLFV´%XUWRQ*0DONLHOFRQFOXGHVWKDWVRPHWLPHVLQYHVWRUVPDNHPLVWDNHV
and act less rational, making the market less efficient.

Behavioral F inance

There are different views on the efficient market hypothesis. Opposed to the existing hypothesis
there are also the alternative view that the stock market is partially predictable, this is the basis
for the behavioral finance view. If so, this allows the investors to earn excess risk adjusted rates
of return and that fundamental valuations are useful for predictable patterns.

The behavioral finance view represents a paradigm shift away from the efficient market
hypothesis. Based on the idea that the investor not always behave rationally, but as human beings
make mistakes in their decision making and thereby the market outcomes are not reflected from
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perfect investor rationality. The behavioral finance view is in some way successive to explain the
bubbles that arise in the economy based on a psychology perspective. Barberis and Thaler (2002)
GLVFXVVGLIIHUHQWDVSHFWVRIZKDWSV\FKRORJLVWV¶VWDWHWKDWSHRSOH base their beliefs on in practice.
They found that people tend to have overconfidence in their judgments through both the
confidence level and the poor elimination in probabilities. Based on Fischhoff, Slovic and
Lichtenstein (1977) there are empirical evidence about events that investors are certain will
happen is only happening in 80 percent of the cases and events they perceive is deemed to occur
are occurring in 20 percent of the time. Investors´ beliefs are characterized by wishful thinking
and optimism of their abilities and prospects (Weinstein & Klein, 1996).

This leads us to the questions if the market follows a random walk or is mean reverting. The
random walk hypothesis states that the market has no memory, hence no past information can be
used to predict future prices in the market. The probability is the same for an increase in the price
as for a decrease. Contrary, if the market is mean reverting some predictability is possible and
the use of multiples may be valuable for predicting the market valuation. Due to Poterba and
Summers´ (1988) research paper on mean reversion in stock prices based on data from United
States and 17 other countries, there is an element of predictability, especially in the small-caps,
where there is positive correlation. In the long run markets tend to mean revert due to negative
serial correlation. There is no agreement on how strong these findings are (Poterba & Summers,
1988).

Because information is costly, investors will sometimes make mistakes and there will be pricing
irregularities in the market, so there will be incentives for investors to try to predict price patterns
and prices before the information is reflected in the market (Grossman & Stiglitz, 1980). Such
irregularities will exist in periods characterized as bubbles providing the investor the ability to
obtain extraordinary returns based on patterns or irrationalities in the valuation of individual
shares.
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H erd Behavior

Herd behavior is a theory within the field of behavioral finance aiming to explain why rational
individuals can be irrational when behaving in groups. Herd behavior is said to be a result of
information cascade (Shiller, 2005). Information cascade can be understood as even rational
people can take part of a herd-like manner when opinions of others are taken into account, even
if these opinions are irrational. Shiller gives an example with two restaurants starting up at the
same time, and the first customer is to choose between one of the restaurants based on his own
impressions of just looking at the restaurants. Then after the first customer has chosen, the
second customer can see which restaurant the first customer has chosen and this continues on
with the other customers. Based on the choice of one person, the restaurant A enjoys success and
a lot of customers, while restaurant B has a tough time getting customers. This example provides
an idea of how powerful herd behavior can be, and the theory is highlighted as a good way of
explaining the dot-com bubble (Shiller, 2005). Applying this example to the stock market, one
stock, or one type of stocks is chosen by investors, not based on other differences than the choice
of others. This leads to an increase in the chosen stock´s value without any increase in
fundamental value.

According to Sian Owen (2002) individuals that have become convinced that the herd has more
detailed and trustworthy information will be adaptable to ignore the information received as an
individual, hence following the actions of the others. When this herd behavior occur the creation
of an informational cascade is soon to happen, meaning that the individual signals will be
overshadowed by the opinion of the herd. Further Sian investigated the upwards information
cascade hence illustrating that the upwards cascade ends when a shock to the system occurs, that
allows the investor to realize that the investment will most likely not lead to returns. This can be
FDXVHGGXHWRFKDQJHLQLQYHVWRU¶VLQWHUHVWRUDUHDOL]DWLRQRIZURQJLQYHVWPHQW$VDUHVXlt the
upward cascade turns, which leads to a downturn in prices. This downturn may result in a crash,
or a burst. On the notion that herd behavior explains the sudden increase/decrease in stock prices
it becomes highly relevant to consider when looking at the potential threat of a new dot-com
bubble.
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Hwang and Salmon (2006) did a study on herding where they found a higher probability for
herding to occur when the investors had homogeneous expectations of the market directions.
They also found that herding does not necessarily need to be a fast process; hence it could be
long lasting and slow moving, explaining why some bubbles are slow moving. Welch (2000)
examined herding and found that herding has stronger influence when the market have been
bullish, hence indicating that aggregation of information is relatively poorer in up-markets hence
allowing for higher incidence of crashes in up-markets than in down-markets.

To sum up, herding is a theory which explains that individuals are copying the actions of a peer
group based on trends and actions of the herd. Following trends may not be optimal for an
investor, moving the invested amount from one trend to another leading to increased transaction
costs, as well as not being able to stick to one trend for a longer period of time. Herd mentality
amongst investors can potentially lead to creation of bubbles, and is therefore important to
consider when looking for a new bubble.

Initial Public O ffering
Shares are listed on the stock exchange for the very first time through primary issues, taking a
private company to the public through an initial public offering (IPO). When going public, the
company raises capital by selling of a set number of shares at a given price, whereas there may
be several reasons for doing so. The IPO is normally carried out by merchant banks on behalf of
the issuer, the company, in a form of an offer for sale at an fixed price agreed between the issuer,
the merchant bank, and the broker to the issue who advices to the market sentiment. The
underwriter contract to buy any new shares not taken up by investors at the agreed price, this
gives the issuing company the assurance of receiving the new funds regardless of what may
happen to the stock market during the offer period (Rutterford, 1993).
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Motives for going public

Morgan Stanley (Brau & Fawcett, 2006) did a survey with the goal to provide a clear picture of
the core issues involved in an IPO process.

In relation to the hypothesis that markets are efficient and that managers wish to maximize firm
value, the main motive behind the public offering is to raise additional equity to fund investment
opportunities in a way to minimize the average cost of capital. A second motive is to provide a
current owner the chance to exit and to raise cash by selling of its shares. The public offering
allows the insider to cash out since the company goes from being highly illiquid from being
privately held to be more liquid in the public market. The founders of the respected company
may now realize their value in the corporation, measured by the market value of the stock held
by the owners.

On the basis of these two reasons, Morgan Stanley came up with subsequently different motives
for going public; to create public shares to use in future acquisitions, providing the company with
the opportunity to enter the M&A market, whether to acquire or to become a target for
acquisitions. Going public allows the company to establish a market price/value of the firm as
well as broaden the base of ownership. It often allows one or more principals to diversify
personal holdings and makes a shift in capital structure possible from expensive debt to private
equity.

Private versus Publicly Held

There are several positive and negative effects for the company going from being privately held
to be publicly traded. For an already well known company going public, the IPO can lead to
large demands for the stock giving the stock price a boost and hence, being an early investor is
desirable, leading to excessive returns. The public awareness gained through media attention
followed by the company being public, may attract desired people for the management positions
leading to increased performance. It provides the opportunity to use option plans as incentives
for the employees and management to take part in the profit from growth, attracting the most
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qualified employees to the company. The IPO may work as a funding source for future mergers
and acquisitions whereas the company has the possibility to raise more capital by issuing
additional stock. This liquidity in the company stocks enables it to raise the desired funding for
the future acquisitions easier than for a privately held company, whose shares are less traded,
making this a competitive advantage for the publicly traded company. Taking the company
public may give a local corporation more exposure towards the national and even the
international markets. This may make the company more noticeable providing it with increased
credibility from their stakeholders.

7KHUHDUHDOVRVRPHUHDVRQVIRUZK\FRUSRUDWLRQV¶SUHIHUVWRVWD\SULYDWHO\KHOG,QWKLVZD\WKH
company´s founders and core owners keep the decision-making within the company and are able
to protect their strategy through confidentiality. Staying privately held also limits the sharing of
company´s profits, and it avoids the lengthy reporting that are time consuming, and hereby can
keep their focus on the business and not on other liabilities (Draho, 2004).

T iming

Number of IPOs varies from year to year, coming in waves within different sectors. This is
NQRZQDVWKH³+RWLVVXHPDUNHWV´SKHQRPHQRQZKHUHWKHLVVXHUVWU\ to find the right time for
going public, as where the price level of equities within the respected sector are growing
together. This suggests that investment opportunities within a time period are better in certain
industries compared to others (Ritter, 1984). Pagano, Panetta and Zingales (1998) do not
completely agree on this view. They argue that in periods of increase in IPOs and an increase in
investments is determined by the market as a whole, where shares, in general, are highly priced.
Furthermore, they mention that the owners often choose to take companies public when high
cash flows are possible, since high cash flows are correlated with high rates of stock market.
Benninga et al. (2005) argue that macroeconomic conditions will affect more sectors
simultaneously, where the upturn will facilitate IPOs in large parts of the market. The owners
will gain the highest profit by exit the market when it is booming.
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According to Morgan Stanley´s survey (Brau & Fawcett, 2006) amongst CFOs´ on which factors
they emphasize regarding the market timing of their (possible) IPO, the response was that 66.5
percent answered that they were raising capital to finance continued growth, 82.9 percent
answered that it was the overall stock market conditions. Especially VCs put great emphasize on
stock market conditions to exploit high shareholder value when exiting. 70 percent also said that
general industry conditions play a role as a factor for the market timing of their IPO.

M ispricing

According to findings done by Harris and Gurel (1986) and Shleifer (1986) when a stock is
added to an index, in this case the S&P 500 index, the stock price jumps. This increase is
documented to be permanent and on average to be 3.5 percent, pointing towards mispricing; even
though the fundamental value does not change, the price still jumps (Barberis & Thaler, 2002).
Rutterford (1993) defines the intrinsic value of a share as the true worth of a share regardless of
the market price, in her review of valuation techniques. In a theoretical perspective, the price
should not be affected by the price dynamic in the market as a result from short term speculation.
The mispricing occurs if the stock market is not efficient, leading to a possible difference in
fundamental value and market price of great significance. This is exactly what happened in the
dot-com bubble (Shiller, 2000).

F indings

Purnanandam and Swaminathan (2004) found that IPOs for both tech and non-tech companies
done in 1980 to 1997 where on average overpriced in the offer. The median IPO was overpriced
with about 50 percent in this time perspective, compared to its industry peers. Abnormal returns
on the first trading day exceeds the underpriced IPOs by five percent followed by a
underperformance for the overpriced IPO starting in the second year, lasting up to year five.

Tim Loughran and Jay Ritter (2004) found that the increase in trading volume on the first day of
the IPO doubled from 1980 to 1990 and doubled again from 1990 to 2000. The first day initial
return on the IPOs increased from an average of 7 percent in 1980 to 15 percent in 1990-1998
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followed by an enormous increase to an average of 65 percent in 1999-2000. After the burst of
the bubble, it reverted to 12 percent on average for the years of 2001-2003. Tim Loughran and
Jay Ritter (2004) explains this extremely high trading volume in the bubble period based on the
underpricing of the IPOs, as a result of the change in the objectiveness of the issuer, who has less
focus on maximizing the IPO.

T he role of the underwriter
Money left on the table

Money left on the table is the first day profit of the share gained by the investors who had
allocated shares at the offer price, representing a transfer in shareholder value from the existing
shareholders of the issuing firm to the new investors. Money left on the table is defined as the
difference between the opening price and the end of the day closing price of the first day,
multiplied by the amount of shares issued (Ritter J. , 2006).
Jay Ritter made a list of 173 deals ranked on how much money was left on the table, where
technology offerings represented 144, displaying huge underpricing. To illustrate, March the 2nd
2000, Palm went public with an offer price of $38.00 and a first closing market price of
$95.0625. With a number of shares offered at 23 million, making the dollar amount left on the
table equal to $1,312,437,500 (Ritter J. , 2011).
During the year of 1999, 117 IPOs doubled in price on their first day of trading, leaving the
amount of $37 billion left on the table. First-day returns exceeded 30 percent every month from
November 1998 to March 2000, where mostly of the firms were very young and had venture
capital backing (Ritter J. , 2006). Clearly this represents a market of heavy demand where the
interest from the prospective purchases exceeds the number of shares that the issuing company
plans to sell. This hot issue market characterizes the dot-com bubble.

According to Tim Loughran and Jay Ritter (2002) the underpricing is a form of an indirect
compensation to underwriters. Typically the percentage gross spread is negotiated in advanced,
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so when the offer price increase after the stock is issued, this increases the revenues of the
underwriters. When underpricing the IPO, it is easier for the underwriter to find buyers and
hence, reducing their marketing costs. The underwriters are able to act this way because
investors are willing to offer quid pro quos to gain favorable positions on hot deals.
The combination of underpricing and the gross spread allows the underwriter to take a much
higher total cost than if all costs were implemented into a direct fee.

V enture C apital
For new companies to get funding there are especially two ways to get money, either through
bank loans or through venture capitalists. The impact of venture capitalist funding is still a field
under investigation, but as found by Black & Gilson (1998), many large companies has become
successful by funding from venture capitalists that has enabled them to converting their
innovation into profitable technologies and enhanced their growth opportunities. The role of
venture capitalists has become important as they provide funding for companies that are not able
to get funding elsewhere. It is also worth mentioning that the US venture capital market is one of
the largest and oldest in the OECD, characterized by an entrepreneurial and risk-taking culture
(OECD-1).

Venture capitalists (VCs) are professional investors managing a fund, looking for start-ups or
expansions to provide capital for, and include in their fund. These may be wealthy investors and
investment banks. Representing the American venture capital community, the National Venture
Capital Association (NVCA), encourages the VCs to provide funding for innovative
entrepreneurs and hereby create jobs and economic growth. In 2011 venture backed firms
enabled 12 million employments and revenue of $3.1 trillion in 2010 (National Venture Capital
Association).
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The VC is mainly focusing on the rate of return and is interested in ventures with exceptional
high growth opportunities, like the technology industry which are subject to high volatility
because of high variance in returns. Venture capitalists usually design a contract for venture
capital, the share purchase agreement, in a way to protect themselves against downside risk and
for them to be able to benefit from upside potential. This is done through, amongst others,
convertible securities and preferred shares. The use of convertible securities provides the venture
capitalist with claims on company assets in liquidation, and allows the venture capitalist to enjoy
a share appreciation if so. Preferred shares gives a downside protection through seniority rights
on future cash flows guaranteeing the venture capitalist a predetermined dividend payment
before payments to common shareholders (Schwienbacher, 2009).

There are mainly five ways for the VC to exit their investment. The disinvestment may be done
through either an initial public offering (IPO) where the VC´s shares become liquid enabling
them to sell their shares to the public. Another option to exit is through acquisition, where a
company, preferably within the same sector, buys the company. The VC can disinvest through a
management buyout, or a repurchase, where the company´s previous owners buy back the
company shares. The VC may also sell its shares to another institutional investor through a
secondary sale, or the final exit opportunity is to liquidate or write-off, filing for bankruptcy.

Disinvestments through IPOs tend to be successful exit routs for the VCs in the U.S. whilst the
others do not. Gompers (1995) found that the average return for a VC disinvesting through an
IPO is 60 percent opposed to only 15 percent through acquisition. Cumming and Macintosh
(2003) find empirical evidence on VCs´ holding period of 4 to 6 years before disinvesting in the
company, Pandey & Rajan (2011)find that VCs tend to exit after 2 to 4 years.

Cumming et.al (2005) found that timing of the exit strategy is critically affected by the liquidity
of the exit markets, the stock market, linking the providing of venture capital to the stock market.
They provided empirical evidence on the VC´s investment and exit behavior are affected by the
state of the market. They tend to follow business cycles; so when the exit market is highly
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illiquid, VCs tend to lower their investments and invest in early stage as a result of less exit
opportunities ahead, postponing the disinvestment need. In hot issue markets, VCs are more
eager to invest in later-stage companies in order to exit quickly.

VCs confidence in the high growth venture entrepreneurial environment is reflected in the
Silicon Valley Venture Capitalist Confidence Index based on an estimation of 6 to 18 months.
The index is based on a 5 point scale where 5 is indicating high confidence and 1 is indicating

low confidence in the San Francisco Bay venture entrepreneurial environment. The intention of
the index is to provide an ongoing leading indicator for the overall expectations for the growth in
the venture environment (Cannice, 2011).
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T he Beginning
The first dot-com bubble was a speculative bubble within the Internet related services, well
known as WKH´dot-FRP´7KHRULJLQRIWKHQDPHGRW-com is from the popular top-level domain
.com.

T he F irst Day

There are some uncertainty about the exact timing of the origin of the first technology bubble
dot-com bubble is to some extent blurry as there are several alternatives to when the IT bubble
was initiated. Shiller (2005) points towards one alternative; when the company Mosaic
Communications Corporation, that was founded in 1994 by Marc Andreessen and Jim Clark.
Mosaic, delivered a browser service that allowed people to take advantage of the Internet. The
browser went public in February 1994, introducing the World Wide Web (www) for regular
people. A browser allows for connection to different websites, making it possible for shopping
online (E-commerce). The company enjoyed 80% of the browser market during the mid-1996
(Yoffie & Cusumano, 1999), and in 1998, Mosaic was converted into Netscape Communications
Corporation, a company with a value of half a billion dollars. In 1999 Netscape was the fastest
growing software company of all time. The fact that Netscape connected people to the web made
it possible to showcase the possibilities of the Internet, which help increasing the interest for
Internet related companies.

When Netscape went public their first day share price went from $28 to $75 before ending up at
$58.25 (Perkins & Perkins, 1999) the demand for Netscape stocks were so high that it took
several hours before the stock actually started trading. In fact the day before the offering, a
Netscape share went from $14 to $24 in the second market. With a 108% increase the first
trading day, 1HWVFDSH¶V,32 planted a belief in Silicon Valley that successful IPOs were
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possible. This led to an increased amount of IPOs, and because of this, 1HWVFDSH¶V,32LV
considered to be the first day of the Dot-com bubble. However, the Internet Sector being in a
bubble during 1995 is discussable, as the real growth in the market took place from April 1997
and continued until the peak on Nasdaq 10 march 2000, where the index reached 5132.52 during
the intraday, and closed at 5048,62 (See Appendix E).

DeLong and Magin (2006) highlights that one other alternative that has been considered the first
day of the bubble was little before Alan Greenspan held his Irrational Exuberance speech, where
he indicated that the stock market was overheated. However DeLong and Magin (2006) points
out that based on fundamental analysis that the bubble started in April 1997, however academics
have not come to a conclusion whether to define the first day based on physiological factors, or
on fundamentals.

So what led to the start of the bubble and what factors emphasized the growth in the Internet
related companies?

F actors and M echanisms
In order to explain the rise of the first dot-com bubble, it is necessary to look at some of the most
important factors and mechanisms that contributed to the boom. Highlighting several important
growth factors for the first bubble, allows for better understanding of why the bubble arise and
how it burst, as well as the knowledge that was learned from the bubble. The first factor we will
consider is the lack of business models.

Business Models

A factor that is emphasized for why the bubble burst is the lack of business models with the
purpose for long-term profits. Osterwalder, Pigneur & Tucci define a business model as;
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³ A business model is a conceptual tool that contains a set of elements and their

relationships and allows expressing the business logic of a specific firm. It is a
description of the value a company offers to one or several segments of customers
and of the architecture of the firm and its network of partners for creating,
marketing, and delivering this value and relationship capital, to generate
SURILWDEOHDQGVXVWDLQDEOHUHYHQXHVWUHDPV´ (Osterwalder, Pigneur, & Tucci,
2005, p. 17)
The definition implies that the term business model is used for a broader context than just profits
and revenue. Osterwalder, Pigneur and Tucci (2005) address nine building blocks that can be
found within a business model. These are built on formal research and consist of: Value
proposition, target customer, distribution channel, customer relationship, value configuration,
capability, partnership, cost structure and revenue model. This illustrates clearly that the revenue
model is a part of the business model ontology, but not the only part of it (See Appendix C).

An interesting observation made by Osterwalder, Pigneur and Tucci (2005) shows the relation
between how many times the term business model was used in scholar journal reviews compared
to the development in Nasdaq and S&P 500 over time.
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F igure 4 - Business model compared to Nasdaq and S& P 500.

Source: (Osterwalder, Pigneur, & T ucci, 2005)

The figure 4 illustrates that the use of the term business models follows the trend development of
Nasdaq. The mentioning RIWKHWHUP³EXVLQHVVPRGHOV´LVEHORZWKH1asdaq from the time span
of the dot-com bubble, implying to some extent support for the lack of focus on business models
during this period. There is a shift between the business model curve and the Nasdaq index curve
after the burst of the bubble which indicates a lack of business models in the pre-bubble period,
as well as an increased focus for the subsequent time. A business model is per se not a strategy in
itself but is influencing the information and communication technologies (ICT), the business
strategy, and the business organization, which form the business triangle. This triangle is
influenced by external factors (See Appendix D).

Business Strategy

A second factor that may have contributed to the first bubble is the overall business strategy and
the importance and focus on a large customer base. The use of Internet and the increased
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globalization made it possible to reach a large audience, as the web is to some extent borderless.
A famous business strategy expressed by Robert Spector in his book about Amazon.com is the
SKUDVH³*HW%LJ)DVW´ (2000)7KLVZDVWKHLQWHQGHGVWUDWHJ\WKDW$PD]RQ¶V)RXQGHU-HII%H]RV
followed in the beginning, however Amazon also emphasized the importance of the long-term
business perspective. The concept of Get-big-fast is a concept that indicates the importance of
having many customers. A good example is the E-commerce industry, where companies like
Amazon is taking advantage of a large customer base, which in turn gives the opportunity for
lower unit cost per product as the increased volume, will allow for larger possibility for a
discount from the supplier. Having the lowest cost and prices on products will attract new
customer which will increase the customer base. The larger customer base the more revenue is
generated and hence also the possibility for a larger product variety, which subsequently leads to
more sales and an even larger customer base. Therefore the concept of Get-big-fast is an
important concept in order to be able to survive and be profitable in an increasingly competitive
environment. However, a common procedure in the E-commerce business is mainly to sell below
cost the first period in order to build up a large customer base. This however is an expensive
process, but often necessary when entering a competitive market, especially when competing
with commodity goods. Amazon managed to enjoy success due to a successful strategy, which
was different from other E-commerce sites in relation interacting with its customers. This
increased interaction is done through newsletters and on-site suggestions to other products based
on customer interests. However the story is not always a success story and failure to attract
customers will eventually lead to lack of revenues. A similar expression is that it is expensive to
be poor, as without a large customer base and low sales it is hard to get lower cost per product
that in turn makes it harder to reach a profit on each product. The opportunistic view of the
Internet market allowed for easier access to capital, which allowed startups to be able to invest
heavily in infrastructure in terms of distribution and technological infrastructure. A Get-big-fast
strategy can easily overshadow the importance of being profitable, and instead be too narrow on
creating a large customer base.

During the first dot-com period companies often went public before they had a plan on how to be
profitable in the long-term, and even without a finished product. The access to capital led to a
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rush for getting public leading to a tremendous amount of IPOs during the years of the bubble.
This will be addressed in chapter 7.The belief of Internet companies being the next big thing led
to another mechanism that affected the bubble, the investor mania.

Investor mania /O ptimism

During the dot-com period there was a particular interest in Internet stocks. According to the
ERRN´7KH,QWHUQHW%XEEOH´(Perkins & Perkins, 1999) individual investors poured millions of
dollars into more than 2000 Internet startups. The rate of return on venture capital for the 30
years in pre-bubble period was around 23 percent whilst in the period of the bubble could be
between 50 and 150 percent, making investments in Internet companies very attractive for
venture capitalists as well as for pension funds. This boom in returns attracted even more people
to participate in the high growth resulting in even more capital being pumped into the Internet
market. In 1998 alone, the number of new venture funds equaled 139, more than $17.3 billion of
new capital was provided to companies in the sector, 47.5 percent more than the previous year
(Perkins & Perkins, 1999). The book illustrates the mania in the years of the bubble by providing
examples of percentage increase in closing prices at the end of first traded week after an IPO was
done; Healtheon had an annualized return of 3339 percent, eBay had a 3269 percentage increase
and a 1853 percentage increase of for AboveNet after their first week (Perkins & Perkins, 1999,
p. 13). Another example of the optimism that was present during the boom state of the bubble is
illustrated based on how the companies characterized itself as a dot-com company. To
characterize a company as a dot-com company, became a way to signalize that it was an Internet
ILUPDQGLQIDFWKDYLQJ³FRP´DVSDUWRIWKHFRPSDQ\QDPHJDYHDSRVLWLYHHIIHFWRQWKH
valuation of the company. Cooper, Dimitrov, & Rau (2001) investigated the effect of a name
change to .com, .net or Internet as a part of the company name From a sample of 95 firms the
study showed a positive effect on a name change giving an abnormal return. In fact adding the
extension to the company name gave effects even if the company was not primarily involved in
the Internet business. The authors suggest that the fact that a name change gave abnormal effects
was an indication of investor mania, as investors had strong beliefs in the Internet sector and
where willing to invest money in that sector during the boom of the bubble.
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The large interest in Internet companies made startups rush to get public even before they had
finalized products. Among economists there is a broad agreement that the rush mitigated the
revenue plan, and the optimistic view of the Internet industry allowed companies with no plan on
how they could earn money to achieve high valuations. An example of such company was
JRY:RUNVFRPDFRPSDQ\WKDW³facilitates interaction between consumers, businesses and

governments with a proprietary suite of Internet-EDVHGDSSOLFDWLRQV´(Publicdatasystems.com,
2000). The documentary Startup.com is a documentary about this company, which illustrates
how it was possible to raise money based on an idea that was lacking an actual finished product.
GovWorks ended up failing to meet the high expectations that had been created by the market
through the high valuations, and when the product, the website platform, was actually released it
did not meet the expectations made by the market, and other competitors managed to provide a
more solid platform, leading to bankruptcy for GovWorks.

Confidence Index

Robert Shiller did a survey of LQYHVWRUV¶ confidence in stocks from 1996 to 2004, where he asked
tKHTXHVWLRQ³7KHVWRFNPDUNHWLVWKHEHVWLQYHVWPHQWIRUORQJ-term holders, who can just buy
DQGKROGWKURXJKWKHXSVDQGGRZQVRIWKHPDUNHW´(Shiller, 2005, p. 57). Comparing the year
2000 and 2004, 97 percent of the respondents agreed strongly partially agreed with the statement
in 2000, compared to 83 percent in 2004. The number of respondents that agreed strongly
changed from 67 percent in 2000 to 42 percent in 2004 (Shiller, 2005).
The Valuation Confidence Index done by Yale School of Management is another measurement
for confidence in stocks, based on the following question;
³6WRFNSULFHVLQWKH8QLWHG6WDWHVZKHQFRPSDUHGZLWKPHDVXUHVRIWUXHIXQGDPHQWDO
value or sensible investment value, are (1)Too low, (2) too high, (3) about right and (4)
do not know´ (Yale School of Management - Indices explanation).
Then the index based on the number of those that choose answers (1) or (3) calculated as a
percentage of all that has answered 1, 2 or 3. The purpose of the index is to indicate the
percentage of the population who think that the market is not too high (Yale School of
Management - Indices explanation). The Valuation Confidence presented in figure 5 shows that
the lowest confidence in the end of 1999 was 29.03 percent for institutional investors and 31.17
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percent for individual investors (Yale School of Management, 2011).This means that
approximately 30 percent believed that the market was not overvalued, and 70 percent believed it
was. After the peek the confidence level increased. The low confidence in the market may have
been an important factor when the bubble actually burst, as the market was anticipating it to
happen, and when it first did happen people started to panic and sold their shares.
F igure 5 - V aluation Confidence Index.

Source: (Y ale School of M anagement, 2011)

Short sale restrictions

Short sale restrictions have been considered one of the reasons why the bubble took place, as
well as why pessimistic investors did not neutralize the optimistic investors. When a set of
investors enters the market with the same optimistic belief, the pessimistic investors can be
overruled if the amount of optimistic investors is higher than the pessimistic investors. The
pessimistic investors will then not be able to bring the price level down to reasonable levels. This
is considered to be one of the restrictions that occurred during the Dot-com period (Ofek &
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Richardson, 2003). Another explanation is the possibility for a borrowed stock to be recalled,
hence the short position would be closed before the market correction have taken place (Battalio
& Schultz, 2006). Ofex and Richardson (2003) argue however that the selling of stocks happened
after the expiration of the lockup period. Lockup period due to an IPO is simply that the
shareholders are not allowed to sell their shares for a given time period. Besides the lockup, other
restrictions such as a higher short interest on Internet stocks prevented investors to short stocks
(Ofek & Richardson, 2003). However Battalio & Schultz (2006) did a study to examine the
presence of arbitrage opportunities based on sale of actual shares and going long in synthetic
shares was indicating that short-sale constraints were binding. They did not, however, find any
evidence supporting the apparent arbitrage opportunities that in fact short-sales restrictions
limited investors from shorting Internet stocks. Further on, they argue that an investor could have
shorted stock synthetically by purchasing puts and writing calls.

News media

News media is a business that makes money on delivering stories and news that catches the
UHDGHU¶VDWWHQWLRQ$QHZVSDSHUFRPSDQ\KDVWRFRPSHWHRQ having the newest and most
interesting news to survive in the market, which has definitely evolved after the evolution of the
Internet. Typical for a newspaper is making a headline as dramatic as possible in order to catch
WKHUHDGHU¶VDWWHQWLRQDQGRIWHn the headline is not suitable for the article itself. Robert Shiller
(2005) characterize the media as an initiator of series of events that change people´s general
perception of the market, and is not necessarily the explanatory factor in a one-day decrease or
increase in a stock. One example of these fluctuations in the stock price may be the way of
forecasting the stock price. The forecast may be influenced by the news provided by the media,
and if this forecasting is done by a sufficient number of people, then fluctuations may occur.
Media is an initiator and can often shape the expectations of people, even though it is just rumors
and in some cases false information.
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W hy did the bubble burst?
In March 2000, Nasdaq had reached its peak and the burst of the bubble was initiated. The
mechanisms that drove the boom of the bubble essentially became the part of the reasons for the
burst of the bubble. Further we will continue explaining how some of the mentioned mechanisms
contributed in the downturn of the market.

Confidence Index ± A lost belief in the mar ket
During the end of 1999 the individual investors and the institutional investors was having strong beliefs
that the market was in fact overvalued, as illustrated in the section about the confidence index. The
market was somehow expecting something to happen, and when it actually did the panic was a fact. This
panic and anticipation of the fact that the market was overvalued contributed to the downturn, however it
was probably not a direct effect of a downturn in the index. Hence more of an indirect effect when the
burst suddenly happened, and the buy recommendations turned into sell recommendations. From this
moment on, the low confidence in the fact that the market was not overvalued created a sense of panic
that was one of the reasons why the market started its way down the hill.

Business models and Investor mania

The fact that a name change could result in a permanent increased valuation illustrates how
blinded the investors were as they kept pouring money into Internet startups, and as more money
was poured into the market the less critical the investors became in projects to invest in. The idea
of being left behind was not what venture capitalist and other investors wished. The short-term
orientated business models was now starting to become a problem for the startups, as they failed
to realize the high expectations that the market had, and the sales was simply to low compared to
the expected sales. In March the results for the first quarter in 2000 was presented to the public,
and the failure to meet the expectations probably turned to optimistic investor to be more rational
than they had been in the past.
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Increased Interest rate

A factor that slowly gave the market a wakeup call was the increase interest rate that took place
from June 1999 until May 2000. During the period the Federal Reserve increased the interest rate
six times, from an interest level of 5.00 to 6.5% in 16th of May 2000 (Federalreserve Openmarket archive).The increased interest was one important factor that participated in the
decreased willingness to invest in stocks, and was probably an important factor to limit the
access to startup capital for new Internet companies.

Bank ruptcy / Snowball effect

The interest rate increased, the expected sales were not met and the unsustainable business
models were starting to show signs of weakness. The recommendations from the analyst had
suddenly turned from buy to sell, and the confidence in the fact that the market was overvalued
had reached its lowest level in a long time. Many effects started the burst, and were strongly
influential in the rapid decrease in Nasdaq from March 2000 and onwards. The development of
the burst can be illustrated as a little snowball being push from a high mountain with snow, as it
gets further the snowball just gets bigger and bigger. Now the problem for the investors was not
to find new projects to pour money into, but rather find other people that were willing to buy
their shares in the different startups. As the level of the Nasdaq Index and in particular in the
Internet Index the concept of greater fool was more prominent. The problem was simply to find
WKHQH[W³IRRO´WREX\WKHVKDUHVXQWLOPDQ\RIWKHFRPSDQLHV¶filed bankruptcy. The years of
2000 and 2001 was the years where many startups was liquidated from the market, examples
given boo.com, govWorks.com, pets.com, and many more (German, 2008).

W hat have the technology industry learned from the dot-com bubble?
In the light of the dot-com crash questions about what was wrong with the business models
became important. What went wrong, and what should be done differently to avoid such a
disaster yet again? Many experts speculated in what factors that contributed to the crash, we will
enlighten some of these factors in the following.
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Focus on Sound Business Models

The venture capitalists have increased their requirements for their investments in start-ups
compared to the mid-90s. Back then, when the dot-com started to appear everywhere, many
startup companies put aside best practices of business and IT management to be the first one in
the market. The importance of capturing users had its base in the, at the time, business model that
was geared towards how much traffic the company could generate on their web site, instead of
focusing on profit. This impatience led to a lack of sound business models in the dot-com
companies resulting in short term goals.

Under the time of the dot-com bubble venture capitalists spent excessive amount of money on
startups based on ideas without the ability to show for real cash flows. The ideas basically
involved how to use the Internet LQDZD\WKDWDWWUDFWHGSHRSOHV¶attention. The venture
capitalists now have a larger focus on the expected cash flow and sustainable business models
(Scarborough, 2010).

A sound business plan is driven by mainly two factors, high returns and a convenient and
profitable exit opportunity. We will examine some of the important factors for the venture
capitalists when investing in startup companies (Scarborough, 2010), and the larger focus on
these factors are based on some of the wrong doings in the dot-com period.

Management Team
Many of the founders of startups in the dot-com bubble were people with ideas, but with little or

no industry knowledge and little experience as managers. How the business idea is executed may
be the difference between failure and success, so the people behind it are of great importance for
investors. Ideally, the venture capitalists would like a management team with previous success
and experience within the industry, if the management lacks this knowledge, consultants or other
outsiders with this experience should be included to fill this gap. Venture capitalists look for
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companies with management teams that demonstrate engagement and involvement in the
company´s future.

Competitive Edge in a Growth Industry
Since most investments are failing, the winners need to be very profitable. This is why venture

capitalists look for companies within industries with high expected growth that also have a
competitive edge enabling them to have a potential to become at least a $100 million business
within three to five years.

Because of the undefined growth opportunities in new business areas, the venture capitalists may
not focus solely on the financials when making their investment decisions, but these are
important indicators to see how the entrepreneur picture the opportunity and the cost of bringing
the idea to the market. They are looking for realistic estimates and serious founders. Since the
business model is unproven, multiple revenue streams need to be defined, providing a fallback
revenue source if the initiated source fails.

The funders are required to have a carefully worked out plan for how to make money. The value
of marketing research is great for all types of ventures in terms of the long-term prospect. This
enables the company to investigate the demand for their products/services, and hence if there are
possibilities for earning money on their idea, this enables the management to make strategic
decisions for future sustainability in income (Zimmerer, Scarborough, & Wilson, 2008).

F inancing Stages
The investor need to be convinced that the startup company has thought through the need for

financing and that the business has a future. The founding is based on several financing stages
that need to be realistically put into a timeline depending on the development of the company´s
business. The financial stages of development are divided into four stages; seed, early stage,

expansion stage and the later stage financing (PricewaterhouseCoopers, 2010).
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The first stage of the venture capitalists´ funding is the seed financing. This is initial investments
of relative small amounts often made by the founders or independent investors. Usually the
company is in a development phase of a product or concept and has existed for less than 18
months. The funds obtained in the early stage of financing are used for pilot production or
testing of the service. When the company has been in business for more than three years the next
phase of financing is the expansion stage where the service or product is commercial available
and, compared to the previous stages when there is no or a small revenue, the growth in revenue
is significant and the company may or may not show profit. The investments are done to build a
customer base, for support in relation to marketing and so on. In the later stage the company is
more likely to be profitable by generating positive cash flows due to the widely available product
or service (PricewaterhouseCoopers, 2010).

These stages provide the investor with a form of control of the potential losses based on bad
decisions done by the owner or manager (Sahlman, 1990).

A Clear E xit Strategy
The companies need to provide the venture capitalist with a clear exit strategy. This can take

form as a planned buyout or an IPO to provide the venture capitalist with its payback (Black &
Gilson, 1998). Venture capitalists look for exit strategies within three to five years, compared to
an average of less than three years in 1998 (Scarborough, 2010).
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F undamental V alues
Fundamental analysis is one of the basic ways to evaluate stocks. It attempts to discover their
true value, the intrinsic value, by examining related economic and financial factors. The intrinsic
value is the actual value of the asset based on the tangible and intangible company assets. This is
done by looking at, amongst others, the debt load, margin, price multiple, book value, cash
flows, price to book ratio and price to earnings ratio. The ratios are computed so the analyst is
able to analyze the numbers and be able to compare the stock to similar stocks. This makes the
analyst able to determine if the company is over/under valued and to sell/buy stocks. The hope is
to invest in stocks whose intrinsic value is greater than the market value.

Short introductions to the ratios that are relevant for the thesis are represented below, as well as
some of the advantages and disadvantages associated with them. We started out with numerous
ratios and chose the subsequent ratios due to relevance and limitations regarding data available
and how they fit the technology market. For further elaboration on how the ratios are computed,
see appendix N.

E arnings per Share

The earnings per share (EPS) is the net income per share, this is what the company has available
per share of the common stock. To be able to see how much profit one share produces without
the noise of market optimism/pessimism or consensus, the investor can use the ratio;

E PS =

Company E arnings
Number of O utstanding Shares
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This is a way to compare companies, but it is not reliable as a valuation method, though it is
important in the company valuation process.

The ratio is exposed to manipulation, leading the investor to confusion. It is important to take the
amount invested to gain the earnings into account when evaluating the company. It may be a
major difference in how much equity that has been required to gain the income (Brealey, 2008).

Price-E arnings Ratio

The price earnings ratio is the value of the company´s current share price compared with the
earnings per share (EPS). The price is the market value per share based on the markets` expected
future earnings. EPS may be based on the past (trailing) earnings, the rolling EPS represented by
the most recent EPS of the four quarters, or the forward estimated earnings. Usually the ratio is
calculated based on the market price of the share divided by trailing earnings (Penman, 2010).

M ar ket Price per Share
E arnings per Share

The ratio shows how much an investor is willing to pay per dollar in earnings, hence the ratio is
reflecting anticipated future growth in earnings. For the ratio to be able to provide any useful
information it needs a benchmark. This may be the P/E ratio for the market as a whole, the
previous company ratio or P/E ratio for other companies within the same industry.

It is important to note that the ratio is exposed to manipulation through investments that creates
growth but this does not necessary create value. The earnings growth may be created by
accounting. This exposes the investors to paying too much for growth. For technology
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companies the P/E ratio tends to be higher relative to other industries because of the expected
growth potential.

Price E arnings G rowth

The price earnings growth ratio (PEG) is the price earnings ratio divided by the percentage
growth rate, at most times the forecasted growth rate in earnings per share. The ratio gives an
indication of the possible value of the stock, taking both the price earning and the growth into
account. It is optimal for the investor to pay as little as possible for the future earnings growth, so
a relative low PEG is preferable indicating that the stock is undervalued (Nasdaq, 2011c). A
stock that is considered to have a fair value has a PEG ratio of 1.

P E G Ratio =

PE ratio
A nnual E PS G rowth

There may be some pitfalls in using the ratio as it is based on estimated values, exposing it to
great uncertainty. Companies taking great risks may trade at relative low PEGs compared to
companies with comparable growth rates. It may also be misleading as companies investing in
high quality projects and companies that reinvest are trading at a relatively high PEG rate
(Penman, 2010).

T he Price to Sales ratio

7KHUDWLRDLPVWRH[SODLQWKHUHODWLRQVKLSEHWZHHQWKHFRPSDQ\¶VPDUNHWFDSLWDOL]DWLRQDQGWKHLU
revenue. The Price to Sales ratio (PSR) is the market capitalization divided by the FRPSDQ\¶V
total sales over the past 12 months.
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Price to Sales ratio =

M ar ket C apitalization
Total Sales for the Past 12 Months

A low ratio indicates either low market capitalization compared to revenues, or high revenues
compared to market capitalization. The PSR explains how much investors value each dollar of
the cRPSDQ\¶VVDOHVDQGis often used to valuate growth stocks, or startups with no earnings.

The ratio was widely used during the first dot-com bubble, as many of the companies that got
listed did not have any earnings, and therefore not possible to calculDWHWKHFRPSDQ\¶V3/E. It is
especially useful when the company suffers from negative earnings, hence an unidentified P/E.
By comparing PSR within an industry the ratio may indicate whether the investigated company
is under- or over-valued (McClure, 2010).

Basing investment decisions solely on the background of revenue may be inaccurate, as revenue
does not provide a complete picture of the business. A company may act as an intermediate, by
receiving a lot of money that is going to be paid out as it is not their earnings. Another pitfall is
that debt is not taken into account, hence using enterprise value / sales can be more accurate, but
requires more details making it harder WRFRPSXWH(QWHUSULVHYDOXHDGGVWKHFRPSDQ\¶VORQgWHUPGHEWWRWKHFRPSDQ\¶VPDUNHWFDSLWDOL]DWLRQDQGVXEWUDFW for cash (McClure, 2010).

The PSR can be helpful to value startups in cases of negative and no earnings or when little
information is available. With respect to the last point the estimated market cap is simpler to
calculate than enterprise value, as well as estimated revenue can be easier to calculate than
estimated earnings, due to fewer variables. The ratio should only be used to compare companies
within the same industry as the degree of leverage varies between sectors (Damodaran A. ,
2002).
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F ree C ash F low Y ield

Free cash flow is the cash flow generated from operations that results from investments
subtracted the cash used to make the investments. The free cash flow enables the company to
pursue opportunities to enhance shareholder value, hence it is important for paying dividend,
reduce debt and to make acquisitions. The free cash flow may be a good indicator for company
performance as it is not as easily manipulated as earnings through accounting methods. It is
harder to fake cash flows, so the free cash flow may be a good indicator for a company´s cash
generation, hence its profits.

Net Income
+ A mortization/Depreciation
- C hange in Wor king Capital
- C apital E xpenditure
= F ree C ash F low

A negative free cash flow may lead the investor to think that the company is worse off than it
actually is. When investing in projects, this may lead to negative free cash flows in the short
term, whilst in the long term perspective this may provide the company with great payoff.

The cash flow yield provides information of how well a company generates cash flows from its
current operations.

F ree C ash F low Y ield =

F ree C ash F low per Share
C ur rent M ar ket Price per Share
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This ratio is considered a relative better financial indicator than the P/E ratio for measuring the
fundamentals in a company. Although this indicator should also be seen in relation to others to
get a more complete picture of the fundamental performance for a company (Damodaran A. ,
2002).

F inancial Leverage

The financial leverage ratio (FLEV) is a balance sheet ratio providing the information of the
relative size of net financial assets or obligations, and the long term solvency of the firm. The
totals are compared to common shareholders¶ equity (CSE), depending on if the company is
holding net debt or net financial assets showing the relationship between net financial obligations
and the shareholder equity.
F inancial L everage ratio =

Net F inancial O bligations
&RPPRQ6KDUHKROGHUV¶(TXLW\

The capitalization ratio shows the relationship between the net financial assets and the common
shareholder equity.

C apitalization ratio =

Net O perating Assets
&RPPRQ6KDUHKROGHUV¶(TXLW\

The capitalization rate subtracted with FLEV should always be equal to 1. Both ratios may be
used to find the degree of how net operating assets are financed with common equity or net
financial debt.
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The shareholders may be better off if the company has financial leverage. This is true if the
company earns more on its net operating assets than its obligations on borrowing costs. If this is
WKHFDVHWKH)/(9JHQHUDWHDKLJKHUUHWXUQIRUWKHFRPSDQ\¶VVhareholders, but if not, the FLEV
ends up hurting them instead. The company is in general characterized safer with a relative
higher equity based financing, hence a low ratio (Penman, 2010).

Moving A verage
Identifying trends is important in technical analysis. Moving average works as a trend indicator,
where the trend is identified by the development in the market, i.e. the stock prices. A trend
occurs when the market develops in the same direction within a time frame. A growing trend is
identified by looking at the price going from being below the average curve to break through the
moving average. If the stock price breaks up through the trend, the positive signal is enhanced.
Conversely, a declining trend is characterized from the price being above the average to decline
below the average curve. If the market is in a downward trend when the stock price break down
through the average the negative signal is enhanced. The moving average curve shows what
trend the stock is in, indicating how to ride the market.
The method is signaling trends and breakage of trends, useful in market analysis and predictions.
The number of days, that the moving average is calculated over, depends of the preference for
time line. To identify and study a short-term perspective, normally, a 30-60 day moving average
is used, whilst 100-200 days moving average is often used to study the longer-term perspective
(Trend Tech Securities).
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&+$37(5-$1$/<6,6
6.1 - T echnical A nalysis
Price index
The chart provides us with an indication of how the index values are evolving with respect to
different economic events. In the period of 1995 to 1999 the S&P 500 index had a higher price
level compared to the technology market, this however turned when believes in the dot-com
companies increased and the price level reached sky high levels due to overconfidence in the
technology market, later known as the dot-com bubble.
F igure 6 - Price Indices from 1995 to 2011. Rebased to 100.
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Source: A ppendix O , F igure 6
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The bubble burst, and as a result the chart illustrates a higher price level for S&P 500 compared
to the Amex Interactive Week Index. This development continued from approximately 2001
until 2008, when due to the financial crisis the level for all indices fell. The subsequent
development in the indices went from being aligned to develop with different growth rates. The
index with the highest rebased price level has shifted between Amex and QNET, both indices
representing solely Internet related companies. The growth rate in the market in general has been
upwards sloping however with a lower growth rate. This result in a gap between the Internet
indices and the benchmark which indicates a stronger belief in the Internet market compared to
the market in general.

During the first dot-com bubble the price development in the Internet related companies had the
highest growth in demand as seen in the Amex index. The subsequent level of demand was
represented by the following; Nasdaq Computer, Nasdaq Composite, and then the S&P 500.
Indices containing Internet related companies are ranked from highest to lowest in the following
order; Amex, Nasdaq Computer, Nasdaq Composite, S&P 500. It is interesting to see that the
same ranging order is about to repeat itself when looking at the current situation, where the
common denominator for the development for the growth in demand for the companies listed on
the indices is the amount of Internet related companies. This is still valid after the Internet index
QNET is included.
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F igure 7 - Long-term trend based on 180 days Moving A verage Price Index for the five indices.
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Looking at the long-term moving average it becomes even clearer that the S&P 500 index level
took the hardest beat during the financial crisis. This may be one of the explanations for why the
index shifted from being the leading index of the five, from 2005 to about 2008, to be at the
relatively lowest point ever in 2009. When investors again started to believe in the stock markets,
the market again started to grow. The trend is upward sloping for all indices, though with a
steeper trend for Internet indices compared to the overall market, increasing the gap between
them. Investors´ appetite may be larger for technology shares due to a potential upside based on
good track records and expectations for future growth. The same trend can be seen by short-term
moving average as well (See Appendix F).
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Isolating the price developments in the indices, it may seem plausible that some of the same
trends, as seen in the pre-dot-com bubble, are about to repeat themselves shown by an upward
trend in the development of price levels. The trend is especially steep for the indices consisting
of solely Internet companies, the Amex and QNET indices. Based on the current market situation
a higher proportion of Internet related companies might result in an even higher growth rate for
these indices.

Price versus E arnings
Since the market price is reflecting the market`s expected future earnings, it is interesting to
illustrate the willingness to pay compared to the actual earnings. Bubbles are indicated by hot
markets, so we investigate if the market for technology shares is hot, hence the willingness to
pay will be relatively large. We try to explain how the indices ´price levels and earnings reacted
to different economic events to see how they differ with respect to sensitivity to these events. To
capture the trend for short- and long-term in the respected markets, we take a look at moving
average in both the price and earnings.

F ed trying to limit price levels

S&P500
Figure 8 shows that the price level is sufficiently higher than earnings in hot markets, such as in

the dot-com bubble. The difference between the two reached an all-time high right before the
burst of the bubble.
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F igure 8 - S& P 500 Index Price versus E arnings. T he values are rebased to 100.
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As an attempt to limit the growth explosion in the technology stock market, Fed increased the
Federal Funds rate from 5.00 to 5.25 percent in August 1999 leading to an increase in discount
rate from 4.50 to 4.75 percent. This increase continued quarterly until May 2000 when the
Federal Funds rate reached the top of 6.5 percent. As a result the growth in the S&P 500 slowed
down considerably in both index price and earnings.

The Technology Industry
Looking at the technology market, we see that the price did not go beneath the earnings curve at

any point in time indicating a relatively stronger belief in this sector compared to the overall
market. The figures 9,10 and 11 present the development of price and earnings for the
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technology sector shows a pattern where the price rose to extreme heights while earnings where
low and actually negative for some time; the bubble.
These charts indicate a decoupling of the price and earnings for the technology industry in the
run-up to the bubble. Based on theory, the price reflects the expected earnings, so when there is a
decoupling of the two, this signals irrational investor behavior in the market.

Amex

At the time when Fed started to increase interest rates in 1999, the index value of Amex had
already started to drop. The respective earnings had a massive drop that continued until January
2001 when the Federal Reserve made a surprise cut in interest rate, The Federal Funds rate
reduced to 6.0 percent from a previous 6.5 percent level. This resulted in a reduction in discount
rates from 6.0 percent to 5.5 percent.

Rebased index value

F igure 9 - Amex Index Price versus E arnings. Rebased to 100
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Source: A ppendix O , F igure 9
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Nasdaq Computer

The growth in price level of Nasdaq Computer was not sufficiently slowed down by the increase
in interest rates, it continued to rise until February 2000 when its value had a steep drop until late
May. Though, the increased rate may be one of the factors on earnings that in 2000 turned
negative.

Rebased index value

F igure 10 - Nasdaq Computer; Index Price versus Earnings. Rebased to 100.
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Nasdaq Composite

The index price of Nasdaq Composite continued with a rapid growth even after the interest rate
was increased in August 1999. This continued until the burst of the bubble in March 2000. The
continuously increase in interest rates may have enhanced the drop in the index price as well as
in the earnings. The cut in interest rates made by the Federal Reserve in January 2001 did not
stop index value, or the earnings, from dropping rapidly. Earnings went negative in late 2000 and
continued to drop until December 2001, turning positive in 2003.
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F igure 11 - Nasdaq Composite; Index Price versus E arnings. Rebased to 100.
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O il Supply and Burst of the Bubble

The start of 2001 was characterized by the burst of the technology bubble as well as raising
production costs due to OPEC cutting oil production by 1.5 million barrels a day amounting to
5.6 percent of current output. This slowed production growth in the U.S. economy. To stimulate
further growth, Fed continued to decrease the Federal funds rate from 6.0 to 5.5 percent leading
to a reduction in discount rate from 5.5 to 5.0 percent in late January. In end of March 2001 GDP
grew at an annual rate of only 1 percent, the lowest in more than 5 years. In August, Fed
continued their stimulation of the economy by again reducing the Federal funds rate from 3.25 to
3.00 percent after reduction in the rate in April and May, as well as a government tax cut in June
along with a further decrease in the Federal rate. This led to a discount rate of 3.00 percent in
August.
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S&P 500
The overall market had growth in earnings until January 2001 where increasing, oil prices put an

end to this growth and earnings start to fall. The trend in index value was also affected
negatively.

Amex
The burst of the bubble made the index value drop, it is not clear how much of an impact the

increased oil price had on companies listed on Amex, due to the fact that these mainly was
Internet companies not dependent of oil in production. Though, the decrease in the Federal funds
rate may have affected the index in a positive way with respect to growth in earnings, where
earnings went from negative to positive in late April 2001.

Nasdaq Computer

Nasdaq Computer index level continued to drop as well as its earnings in January. All though the
Federal Reserve decreased interest rates, this did not prevent the earnings for the index to fall
beneath zero. The falling earnings may have been enhanced by the increase in production costs
due to the rise in oil price.

Nasdaq Composite
The index level dropped significantly due to the burst of the bubble. The decrease in earnings

had been going on for some time due to the making of the bubble in the sector, but it seems to be
enhanced by the increasing oil prices as well as the burst of the bubble. The drop in earnings
continues in spite of the decrease in interest rates.
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Sector sum-up
The indices representing the technology market drop significantly in value due to the burst of the

bubble. The increase in oil prices have some affect on the technology market in the companies
producing components depending on production costs determined by the price of oil. Though,
the overall market seemed to be much more affected by the increase in oil price and the slowed
production growth in the U.S. economy than the indices representing the technology sector.

T er rorists A ttack World T rade C enter and the Pentagon

The decline in the economy is defined by National Bureau of Economical Research (NBER) as a
recession in the U.S. starting in March 2001, reinforced by the terrorist attacks on Pentagon
September 11th. The recession ended in November 2001 (Hall, Feldtstein, Bernanke, Frankel,
Gordon, & Zarnowitz, 2001).Trying to limit the economical downturn, Federal Reserve
continued to lower interest rates. After the dot-com crash and the subsequent recession, the
Federal Reserve cut short-term interest rates to historical levels to just 1 percent.

T able 2 - Percentage change in the rebased index level due to the ter rorist attack in September
2001.
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S&P 500
The S&P500 index charted in figure 8 show a three months drop in index value as well as

earnings by the time of March 2001, hence the recession. The low interest rates at the time seem
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to have a positive effect on the earnings as they again start to rise in mid-2001. In the subsequent
weeks after the terrorist attack, the index dropped 11.6 percent in value. November 2001the
index is at its lowest level since first half of 1997, but from there the trend is again changing
upwards.

Amex
Index level continues down reinforced by the terrorist attack with a downturn of 17 percent in the

subsequent week. Earnings went straight down and negative after the burst of the bubble and
stayed down at levels beneath zero until first quarter 2002.

Nasdaq Computer
Nasdaq Computer dropped in index value due to the recession and was enhanced further by the

terrorist attack in September 2001 with a decrease in index value of 18.6 percent the following
week. The drop in earnings went beneath zero, though not as negative as Amex. It took some
shorter time for Nasdaq Computer to turn earnings positive compared to the Amex index.
Earnings turned positive in the start of January 2002 for the index.

Nasdaq Composite
The index level dropped rapidly from first week in February 2001 following the bear market in

the recession. The terrorist attack in September resulted in a further subsequent drop in index
value of 16.1 percent. The earnings went negative early in 2001 reaching the lowest point in
December the same year. From this point, it looks like the fiscal stimulus started to work as the
loss became sufficiently smaller and in first quarter 2003 earnings are again positive.

Sector sum-up
The indices continued down due to the burst of the bubble and the following recession in the

U.S. economy. Fed tried to turn the economical development around by further decrease shortterm interest rates, but the subsequent terrorist attack drove the markets down even further. The
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technology indices suffered larger index losses than the S&P 500 index in the subsequent week
after the attack.

F inancial crisis

For the first time in over 4 years Federal Reserve increased the interest rate in 2004 due to
recovery in the economy. Despite the increased rates, the S&P500 recovered in a bull market
where the index level, as well as earnings, grew rapidly. The difficulties in mid-2007 stemming
from bankruptcy in more than 25 subprime lending firms due to increasing defaults on subprime
loans ran the stock market into the second bear market since the early 21st century. This is
reflected in the S&P500 index through a rapid drop in both index price and earnings after
reaching the highest levels since 1929 in October 2007. The graph shows the lowest point after
the outburst of the financial crisis in March 2009 when the S&P 500 closed at 676 a level last
seen in 1997 (see Appendix P).

F igure 12 - Price versus Earnings for S& P500 2007-2011
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Source: A ppendix O , F igure 12
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The three technology indices were also characterized by a bull market represented by an increase
in index values though with a much lower growth in earnings compared to the S&P500.

F igure 13 - Price versus Earnings for A mex 2007-2011
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Source: A ppendix O , F igure 13

The rapid drop in index prices was, for Amex, the result of the financial crisis in September
2008, and some time earlier for Nasdaq Computer with a one week drop in index value of 15
percent in the last week of January. The subsequent week is followed by the biggest one-day
reduction in interest rate on record from 4.25 to 3.5 percent. This stimulated the market for a
while, but in September 2008, Nasdaq Computer went down after the announcement of several
negative economic events.
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F igure 14 - Price versus Earnings for Nasdaq Computer 2007-2011
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F igure 15 - Price versus Earnings for Nasdaq Composite 2007-2011  
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Nasdaq Composite followed the same pattern as S&P500 in late 2007 and early 2008, also
affected by the increase in defaults in subprime loans. A difference in the two is that whilst the
overall market´s earnings also dropped in that period, the earnings in Nasdaq Composite
continued to grow until late 2008, the companies listed on the technology index were still
making money. The drop in interest rate seems to have a greater stimulus to earnings in
companies represented in the Nasdaq Composite index compared to the S&P500.
The steepest drop in the index occurred before September 2008 and was enhanced by the
collapse of the financial markets due to lack of confidence in the markets and the bankruptcy of
Lehman Brothers triggering a global recession.

F rom Bear to Bull Market
In November 2008 Fed announced that it would buy $800 billion in mortgage-backed securities

in an attempt to lower interest rates. The Amex index value continued to grow after its lowest
point in November 2008, despite the continuously drop in the other three indices, reflecting a
higher confidence in Internet companies. The turn from bear to bull market was in late February
2009 for S&P 500, Nasdaq Composite and Nasdaq Computer, as a result of President Obama
signing a $787 billion stimulus package.

Sector sum-up
In 2008 the technology indices differ from the rest of the market. Due to the financial crisis, both

price and earnings drop rapidly in the overall market, however, for the technology market the
price drop but the earnings remain stable. The earnings in the technology industry were not as
affected by the financial crises as the rest of the market. We see that these earnings are relatively
stable through the whole financial crisis whilst the earnings in the S&P500 index are more
volatile and dependent on market events.
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Table 3 illustrates the all-time high index values with their corresponding earnings in the dotFRPEXEEOHDVZHOODVWRGD\¶VFXUUHQWOHYHOV

T able 3 - Compared E arnings and Index V alues

Index
S&P 500
QNET
Nasdaq
Composite
Nasdaq
Computer
AMEX

Previous dot com bubble
Now
Index
Corresponding
Index
Corresponding
Value
Earnings
Value
Earnings
1517
53
1363
239

88
4,6

4696

26

2873

118

2701
621

40
4,5

1468
326

137
11

Source: A ppendix O , T able 3

Based on these levels we see that the current earnings are sufficiently higher compared to the
level presented in the previous bubble. The companies seem to do their business built on sounder
business models making them more robust.

T rends

Looking at the short and long-term rebased moving average for the technology indices after 2008
the charts indicate an uptrend in both price and earnings, though the price trend seems to be
steeper, especially for Nasdaq Computer. It is difficult to be precise about QNET due to the short
term of data available for the index, but the price has a positive trend. For S&P 500 the trend is
also positive. What differs this index from the others is that the trend for earnings is steeper than
the price trend.

QNET stands out from the other indices as the long-term trend show a split in price and
earnings(See Appendix H). The trend in price is upward sloping whilst the trend in earnings
seems to be downward sloping. The problem is that the data available for the index has a short
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time horizon, as the index has a short time of existence so the trend may be biased to some
extend.

Industry sum-up
The technology industry are clearly priced much higher than the overall market due to the

index´s value in relation to its earnings. The earnings follow the same trend as the price, hence
there is no clear pattern towards a bubble although the increase in price is steeper relative to
earnings.

T echnology and O verall M ar ket Response

Oil Price
Markets respond differently due to different exposure towards changes in the oil price. There has

currently been a great deal of uncertainty due to unrest in oil producing countries and other
events. The limited supply for oil, as well as increased uncertainty, has driven the oil price to
high levels. Based on the study of how previous events had an impact on the indices, it seems
plausible that if this high oil price level continues, this may have a negative impact on especially,
the overall market due to increased production costs, but also on some of the index levels in the
technology market depending on how much exposure the companies represented in the index has
towards this price. Nasdaq Composite and Nasdaq Computer have a larger exposure towards the
oil price level due to production costs. The indices containing mostly Internet companies, Amex
and QNET, seems to be the two less affected by the price level of the oil price. An increase in oil
price is less likely to have a great direct impact on the technology market, especially indices
containing a heavy weight of Internet companies.

Outlook from the F inancial Crisis
The effect of the financial crisis has had severe impact on both price and earnings for the overall

market, though not as much effect on the earnings in the technology industry as illustrated in the
charts by relatively stable earnings. Price and earnings has an upward sloping trend in all indices.
Growth in earnings follow the growth in price for the S&P500 index, whilst for the technology
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industry the growth rate are more rapid in the price compared to earnings made by the companies
listed on these indices. Earnings for Amex have leveled off but the increase in price continues to
grow. The same pattern is also seen in the other indices within the technology market, indicating
that this market is relatively more attractive for investors at the moment.

Interest Rate
Fed´s attempt to control the U.S. economy through fiscal policy seems to have had different

effect on the markets through time. The increase and decrease of interest rates seems to have
stimulated and slowed the overall economy to a greater extent compared to the technology
market. The current interest rate level is very low, making it difficult to use this tool for further
stimulus. It is worth to note that if Fed find the growth of the technology market too high in
index levels, it will become difficult to slow it down sufficiently without this having a severe
influence on the overall market in both earnings and index level.

6.2 - F undamental A nalysis
Price E arnings ratios
The idea behind the Price Earnings (P/E) analysis is to compare the ratios to see if these have a
similar pattern to the previous dot-com period indicating a new bubble. The P/E ratio is of
interest since it provides an indication of how much the investors are willing to pay for the shares
based on the earnings in the respected company. In a hot market the expectations are large,
which should be reflected in the ratio through high expectations in relation to increased company
value in the future. This is also reflected in the price earnings ratio for the indices thereby the
expectation of the industry as a whole.
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Nasdaq Composite versus S& P 500

As illustrated in the chart we see that the P/E ratios for Nasdaq Composite and S&P 500 are at
approximately the same level until the roll-up to the dot-com bubble in mid-1998 when the ratio
for Nasdaq Composite has a tremendous increase. We see that Nasdaq Composite has an
uptrend, with some swing-lows. There seems to be a clear head-and-shoulders pattern in the
charting of the P/E ratio. The low of a P/E value at 93 marks the end of the left shoulder and the
beginning of the head, advancing to 202 and a price level of respective 3369. Due to the burst of
the bubble, the ratio decline from 202 towards zero due to negative earnings, to an all-time low
value of 1320. The bottom represents the beginning of the right shoulder, which has a top-value
of a P/E ratio equal to 158 in March 2003 before the shoulder ends in June the same year at a P/E
value of 47. During the period until today, the P/E for Nasdaq Composite still is at a relative
higher level than S&P500, but P/Es for both indices have been at a relatively more stable level.
The higher level for Nasdaq Composite may be due to a higher price relative to earnings based
on a higher expectation for future cash flows in the technology market compared to the overall
market, or/and a relative lower earnings compared to the price.

F igure 16- Price E arnings for Nasdaq Composite versus S& P 500
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Source: A ppendix O , F igure 16
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The chart provides no indication of a similar pattern to the dot-com bubble looking at today´s
situation. Neither in the relationship between Nasdaq Composite and S&P 500, nor in the level
of the price earnings ratio.

Looking at the short- and long-term trend in Nasdaq Composite, the trends seem to follow each
other, hence none of these indicates an increase in Nasdaq Composite compared to the S&P 500.

Comparing the price earnings ratio alone, does not indicate overvalued companies as in a bubble
situation. The investors do not seem willing to overpay for the shares listed on Nasdaq
Composite in relation to the listed companies¶ earnings.

Nasdaq Internet Index ± Q N E T versus S& P 500

The chart shows that the price earnings ratio for QNET is upward sloping whilst the S&P 500
ratio is approximately flat.

F igure 17 - Price E arnings for Nasdaq Internet Index versus S& P 500.
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Source: A ppendix O , F igure 17
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The difference in the P/E ratio between the two indices indicates larger expectations in the
Internet-related business, where the largest and most liquid Internet companies in U.S. are
represented with an average P/E ratio of 48 compared to the benchmark ratio of 15.3 for the
period. The investors are willing to pay more for these companies relative to the companies in
the overall market, at least in the short-term perspective. The question is if the companies are
able to deliver in relation to the high ratios or, if not, this may indicate a bubble. It may be
difficult to compare this to the previous bubble because of the short time period available for the
data, but for this particular technology index signify an abnormal P/E compared to the other
indices.

A M E X Interactive W eek Index versus S& P 500

In order to illustrate the P/E level during the bubble as well as after the dot-com burst we have
charted the entire period as well as isolating the period after the burst, respectively 2002 to 2011.

Of all the indices, Amex Interactive Week index (IIX) captures the highest P/E ratio, at an alltime high level of 2581 between March and April 1999 (See Appendix O, Figure L). This
extreme case is the result of high demand in a hot market for Internet companies pushing the
prices of company shares into artificially high price levels in combination with a lack of
earnings.

The chart for the period of 2002-2011 shows a stable PE ratio for S&P 500 just beneath 25. The
ratio for Amex is much more volatile moving from up-value 210 to down-value of 20 in relation
to the recent financial crisis. For the last 11 months the ratio has stabilized at a level just above
25 and 15 for the S&P 500 index ratio. These levels do not indicate a hot market, especially not
when compared to the extreme ratio values seen in the previous bubble.
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F igure 18 - Price E arnings for Amex versus S& P 500 from M arch 2002-2011
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Nasdaq Computer versus S& P 500

The S&P 500 index ratio is relatively stable compared to the more volatile Nasdaq Computer
index ratio. During the bubble the Nasdaq Computer P/E ratio reached an all-time high level of
144 in October before it plunged to zero when the bubble burst four months later. In 2002 the
ratio again increased to a relative high level with a top of 121 before it decreased to levels
between 44 and 20 between 2003 and the start of the financial crisis in 2008. After the financial
crisis the two indices` P/E ratios follow each other more closely, although Nasdaq Computer is
still at a relative higher level compared to S&P500.
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F igure 19 - Price E arnings for Nasdaq Computer versus S& P 500
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The long-term moving average indicates the start of an upwards sloping trend, where the slope
for Nasdaq Computer is a bit steeper than the benchmark index. The one month short-term
moving average indicates a decrease in the Nasdaq Computer index ratio. We see the same trend
in the long-term moving average (See Appendix Q).
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F igure 20 - Short-term Moving A verage Price E arnings for S& P 500 versus Nasdaq Computer
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Based on the more normalized level of P/E ratios, as well as the relationship between the Nasdaq
Computer and the benchmark ratio representing the overall market, we see no indication of a hot
market based solely on this index´s ratio.

Price E arnings for all Indices

Charting all the indices together based on their levels of price earnings show that the four indices
have a higher level relative to the benchmark index for most of the time. In recent time,
especially the Amex and QNET indices are presented at a higher P/E ratio level compared to the
rest. The two indices hold some of the same companies although they are weighted differently,
they still may be the source for the relative higher P/E ratios.
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F igure 21 - Price E arnings for all Indices 2002 to 2011
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Price E arnings G rowth
The PEG ratio provides us with an idea if the P/E is supported by future growth prospects.
According to theory about over- and under-valuations based on PEG values where;
PEG ratio = 1 Æ A fair valuation where the stock price is fully reflecting the future growth
potential.
PEG ratio > 1 Æ A possible over-valuation where the shares represented in the index is priced
higher than the expected growth in the expected profits.
PEG ratio < 1 Æ A possible under-valuation where the shares represented in the index is priced
too low in relation to the expected growth in the expected profits.
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F igure 22 - T he P E G ratio for the five indices, based on numbers available in Bloomberg.
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To calculate PEG, P/E was divided by Bloomberg´s estimated growth in future earnings (see
Appendix N). Based on these estimations, none of the five indices are indicated to have been
under-valued, but to a great extent, over-valued. Amex is the index which was priced the highest
compared to the expected future growth in profits for the index. The ratio was remarkably high
during the financial crisis pointing towards a higher investor willingness to pay for the shares
represented in this index leading to this high over-valuation. Nasdaq Computer is the index with
a PEG ratio closest to 1, indicating a fair valuation based on this ratio. Currently, the two indices
containing Internet related companies has a higher PEG ratio compared to the rest, as indicated
by the table below.
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T able 4 - P E G ratio for the five indices in 2011.

Date

Amex

Nasdaq Computer

Nasdaq Composite

S&P500

QNET

31-01-2011

1,60

1,41

1,50

1,34

2,26

28-02-2011

1,50

1,40

1,57

1,44

2,11

31-03-2011

1,49

1,07

1,40

1,42

2,23

29-04-2011

1,54

1,10

1,44

1,44

2,26

Source: A ppendix O , T able 4

F ree C ash F low Y ield
In a bubble, the companies are typically valued high compared to their intrinsic value which is
based on the companies´ actual cash flows. A good indicator for the intrinsic value is the free
cash flow yield that shows how much cash is generated after the investment is taken into
account. The technology sector appears as more profitable relative to other industry based on the
P/E ratio. Using the Free Cash Flow Yield we are able to see how well the companies in the
respected indices generate cash flows from their current operations compared to the benchmark
market.
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F igure 23 - F ree C ash F low Y ield
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The interpretation is; the higher the free cash flow yield, the better. The relative high P/E ratios
for the technology indices through time imply that the represented companies should generate
relatively more cash than the companies represented in S&P500. From the chart, we see that the
S&P500 free cash flow yield is at a higher level compared to the rest of the indices after 2009;
hence the expectations for the technology indices were not met, at least not in the short-term
perspective, which may imply overconfidence in the market for technology.

F inancial L everage Ratio
As mentioned before, technology companies typically are characterized by having solid balance
sheets with less debt compared to companies in other industries, making them less directly
exposed to different events in the economy. Our thought is to compare financial leverage in the
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technology indices to the S&P 500, reflecting how the assets are financed with respect to equity
and debt. This may help to justify the higher P/E level in the technology industry compared to
other markets and maybe be one of the reasons for the technology sector to be priced at a higher
level, also in times with recession in the overall market.

Comparing the technology indices to the benchmark index we see that all the technology indices
have a relatively stable debt to equity ratio, though there are some differences with respect to the
level of the ratio.

F igure 24 - F inancial L everage for all indices
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The table illustrates the average debt to equity ratio where the S&P 500 has a tremendously
higher value compared to the indices representing the technology sector.
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T able 5 - A verage debt-to-equity for all indices from 2002 to 2011

Index
A mex
Nasdaq Computer
S& P 500
Nasdaq Composite
QNET

60
14
203
65
26

Source: A ppendix O , T able 5

The table below illustrates the average debt to equity for each of the indices from 2008.

T able 6 - A verage debt-to-equity from 2008 to 2011

Index
A mex
Nasdaq Computer
S& P 500
Nasdaq Composite
QNET

65
19
166
63
26

Source: A ppendix O , T able 6

It is interesting to combine these numbers with the illustration of the price and earnings charts
mentioned before. The relatively low debt to equity ratios may contribute to explain why the
earnings in the technology sector were not as affected by the financial crisis as the rest of the
market due to less exposure to leverage.
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Conclusion of the Data A nalysis
The development in the price levels of the indices representing the technology industry are
steeper than for the overall market leading to a gap between them, indicating a higher interest for
technology stocks compared to the general market. This upward trend may, according to the
theory of herd behavior, cause increase in demand for IT stocks. Herding leads to absence of
rational investor behavior, whereas the investors often overlook fundamentals and buy stocks
based on the constructed hype. This in turn may be leading to a new dot-com bubble.

Taking the corresponding earnings into account, we see that even though the index values are
relatively high, the companies represented in them are currently making money. Comparing the
earnings in percentage of the index value to the period of the bubble, we see that index earnings
are sufficiently higher in all indices, indicating a more solid foundation in the companies
represented in them. Based on this reasoning the market does not seem hot, hence there is not a
sign of a bubble in the technology indices.

The P/E ratio for the technology market is at a higher level relative to the ratio for the overall
market. Investigating the bubble-making based on the level of the P/E ratio, provided no
indication of such market condition as the current P/E ratio level is nowhere near the levels seen
in the previous bubble. The previous levels where excessive, although a bubble may occur based
on relative lower levels, but comparing the relative higher price increase in the technology
industry to the overall market, the price levels are at some extent justified by the industry´s level
of earnings.

The PEG ratio currently shows over-valuations in the technology market as well as in the overall
market based on theory. QNET has a PEG ratio equal to 2.26, the highest level of all the ratios,
subsequently followed by Amex, Nasdaq Composite, S&P500 and Nasdaq Computer. The high
PEG ratio level seems to be acknowledged by the extent of Internet companies listed on the
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indices, at least for QNET, Amex and Nasdaq Composite, pointing towards higher overvaluations in the Internet sector compared to others. Comparing the high levels of PEG ratios,
shows that P/E for these levels are not supported by an estimated future growth in earnings per
shares; hence according to PEG theory, the indices are over-valued.

Our findings show a low debt to equity ratio compared to the general market. This makes
Internet companies less influenced by changes in interest rate as well as making them more solid
in rough periods in the economy. The relatively lower debt in the technology industry compared
to the overall market may, to some extent, partially explain the higher P/E ratio for Internet
stocks and why the earnings in the technology sector were not as affected by the financial crisis
as the rest of the market due to less exposure to leverage.

The free cash flow yield indicates overconfidence in the technology market compared to the
overall market, based on the relatively higher P/E ratio through time. After 2009 the free cash
flow yield for the benchmark market is higher relative for the technology market, pointing
towards that the market expectations in this market where not met. Although there are some
weaknesses to this measurement, regarding investment negatively affecting the yield, this points
towards overconfidence in the market for technology.

Taking these relevant ratios into account, we find that there is no sign of a bubble in the stock
market representing the technology industry. Although the price indices seemingly have a similar
development as in the dot-com bubble, the market has learned something from the last time due
to sounder business models providing earnings in relation to the market levels in the indices. An
interesting aspect is the indication of overconfidence in the technology market based on the free
cash flow yield, but the overall findings support the conclusion that we are not in a new
technology bubble, at least not in the listed companies.
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It will however be interesting to see how the different markets respond to the forthcoming events
related to the development in the oil price and interest rate. An increase in the P/E ratio can occur
in two ways²through a more rapid growth in stock prices or a slower growth in earnings. A
negative outlook for the stock market may be a combination of these in relation to the making of
a bubble where rapid growths in stock prices are combined with slower growth in earnings, as
seen in the technology market where earnings have levered off whilst the price continue to grow.

An increase in oil price is less likely to have a great direct impact on the technology market,
especially indices containing a heavy weight of Internet companies. As seen in previous events,
the benchmark market responds to increased oil prices negatively by a slowed growth in both
earnings and index level. Fed has responded to this by lowering interest rates to stimulate the
continuing growth. If oil prices stay high it may be plausible that Fed is forced to keep the
interest rate low in an attempt for continuously stimulation of the overall market. This may make
it difficult for Fed to limit the rapid growth in stock prices, which may in turn result in a larger
gap between the price and earnings, increasing the P/E ratio.
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In order to make some prediction of the evolvement in the market for technology, we use this
chapter to take a look at today´s situation in relation to a variety of companies within the
Software sector based on the indicators emphasized on subsequently.

Based on the definition of a market going from the state of a bull market to a bubble, we try to
look at the technology market with respect to some indicators of relevance. These may be
important for enabling us to see if the development in stock prices and volume are based on solid
fundamentals and intrinsic value, or if there are indicators pointing in the direction of
overvaluation and bubble tendencies.

7RGD\¶V6LWXDWLRQ
F E D ± Low interest rates
Fed lowered interest rates as a result of the financial crisis. The current target range for the Fed
Funds rate is 0.00 ± 0.25 percent, and has been since December 16th 2008. Due to limitations
regarding further stimulations using the interest rate as a monetary policy tool, the US central
bank use quantitative easing. This enables Fed to aid the stock market by increasing money
supply through buying government bonds and other financial assets. This increased demand
raises asset prices and lower the bond yield. The decreased bond yields provide the consumers a
reason to buy stocks instead of bonds, in turn leading to more non-professional investors into the
stock market, which according to Kindleberger turn the investment activity away from rational
towards irrational behavior and in turn leading to bubbles (Kindleberger C. P., 1989).
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Overconfident investors may be tempted to buy on margin when interest rates are low. Investors
loaning money to buy additional shares are often one feature that characterize a bubble. Shares
may be taken as collateral for further lending enabling the investors to buy additional shares
making prices rise in an overconfident market. This, again, leads to an increase in collateral
value which may enable the investor to loan for additional buying of shares, making this process
circular (Redhead, 2008).
F igure 25 - T he circle effect
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T he Role of the M edia-C elebrity stocks
Best (2005) explains the enthusiasm for Internet stocks in the dot-com bubble in relation to that
Internet companies were promoted as celebrities by the media as one of the factors. Internet
investing was promoted, and like with celebrities, investors became emotionally attached to these
stocks. Today we see some incidents where social network companies are promoted as
celebrities. The story of Facebook was even shown in movie theaters, Groupon and Twitter are
mentioned in the media again and again. In relation to the dot-com bubble the familiarity bias are
stressed by Best (2005) when Internet stocks were associated with the Internet itself. People felt
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familiarity to the Internet stocks based on their knowledge of the usage of the Internet. This new
and exciting thing led users and investors to think of the Internet stocks had huge upside
potential. In the current situation, people are more and more familiar with the usage of social
network sites. Social networking is emerging and may be, as with the Internet, the start of a new
era; the social network age. Implementing this with Best´s (2005) findings, may lead to
investments in social network stocks being an extension of the investor´s personal attachment to
the social network where the investor feel that this association helps to describe them as
individuals and becomes more than just financial investments.

Non-Professional Investors
As indicated by the low interest rates, more and more people move their investments into the
stock market. If a wide spread assumption is made of existing trends will continue growing at the
same rate as recently observed this may lead to herd behavior. Non-professional investors
entering the market buying stocks based on beliefs that the market will continue to grow. This in
turn pushes prices further up leading to euphoria and even more manic buying. With these rising
prices the role of the media may further enhance the interest in the social network sector
spreading the excitement attracting even more people to invest. A market consisting of euphoria
may be characterized by price levels losing touch with reality and even institutional investors
starting rationalizing the levels based on the argumentation that it is different this time.

Initial Public O fferings
The increase in the IPO market will play a significant role for the future of the technology
market and for growth within market segments. As indicators for the growth in the IPO market
we take a look at the development in venture capitalist backed deals as well as for private equity
deals in the technology market.
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Venture C apital

Venture capitalists look for ventures with exceptional high growth opportunities to invest in.
This makes it a possible indicator for the current and expected state of the technology sector. The
venture capitalists usually exit the investment within an average of 2-6 years, whereas the most
profitable exit strategy is through an IPO. Based on this strategy, we find it likely that an
increase in VC deals in the sector also increase the expected number of IPOs for the VCs to cash
in profits.

F igure 26 - Venture C apitalists confidence index quarter 1

Source: Retrieved from Bloomberg ± 10-M ay-2011

The latest confidence description shows a confidence measurement of 3.91 pointing upwards
towards relatively high confidence compared to the peak in second quarter in 2010. This
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signifies relatively high expectations of growth in the venture environment based on the ratio
between 1 and 5.

Investments by Sequence of F inancing
A rush of venture capitalists may be a factor characterizing a hot market or the start of a bubble.

To investigate this, we base our findings on the MoneyTree report based on cooperation between
PricewaterhouseCoopers and the National Venture Capitalist Association. Compared to the last
quarter in 2010, the first-time financing companies had a 12 percent increase in dollar amounts in
first quarter 2011 and account for 17 percent of total dollar amounts invested by venture
capitalists. The number of deals decreased by 9 percent for the same period, resulting in 221
first-time financing deals in total, this amounts to 30 percent of total venture capitalist
investments. Companies in the Software, Media & Entertainment, and IT Services industries
received 61 percent of the first-time financing dollars and accounts for 75 percent of the deals
(PriceWaterhouseCoopers & National Venture Capital Association, 2011). This point towards a
race for me-too-investments in businesses, trying to capture imitations of popular Web
companies that may turn out to be the next big thing. This continues in the second quarter where
the first time financing appreciates with 22 percent in number of deals and amounting to 20
percent of the total amount invested compared to 17 percent in the first quarter. The same
industries receive the highest first-time funding in the second quarter as in the first.

Investments by Region
Considering that Silicon Valley represents a large part of the technology market in the U.S. it

may be insightful to see how much of the venture capitalists´ dollars are going in to this region.
From the chart we see that Silicon Valley captures 42 percent of the $5.9 billion invested in the
U.S. by venture capitalists for the first quarter of 2011, a 3.5 percentage point increase from last
quarter 2010 and a 14 percentage point increase from first quarter 2010
(PriceWaterhouseCoopers & National Venture Capital Association, 2011). The technology
industry is clearly desirable from a venture capitalist´s point of view; hence the growth
expectations are high relative to other industries (Chachere, Peterson, & Mendell, 2011).
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F igure 27 - Investment by region.

Source: Price W aterhouseCoopers & National Venture C apital Association (2011)

Investments by Development
In hot issue markets, venture capitalists are more eager to invest in later-stage companies in order

to exit quickly. In the second quarter of 2011, the later stage investments are dominating by 242
deals amounting to $2.784 Billion followed by the expansion stage with total investments of
$2.339 distributed on 69 deals, the early stage investments with $2.017 Billion in 347 deals and
the start-up stage with total investments of $375 million in 117 deals.

Within each stage, the Silicon Valley is the region receiving the largest part of the total invested
in terms of amount and number of deals, except from the start-up stage of development where it
is the second largest region. For the early stage of development Silicon Valley receive $951
million, a 47.16 percentage of the total amount invested in this stage, distributed on 130 deals
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made. In the expansion stage, the venture capitalists invested $984 million into the Silicon
Valley region, 42.08 percentage of total invested in the stage, in 76 deals made. In the later stage
investments made by venture capitalists amounts to $920 million, a 33.05 of total investments
made, and 69 deals.

Taking the region of Silicon Valley as a representative for technology, we see that venture
capitalists are eager to invest in later stages of development, here represented by the expansion
stage and the later stage, as is typical in hot issue markets (PricewaterhousCoopers; National
Venture Capital Associaton, 2011).

Investments by Industry
The Software industry received the largest investment in both number of deals and total amount

invested by venture capitalists in the first quarter of 2011. The first quarter investment was about
$1.1 billion distributed on 187 deals, even though this is the industry with the largest amount and
number of deals; this is a decrease of 9 percent in amount and 21 percent in deals from last
quarter 2010. The Internet specific companies received $1.2 billion going into 171 deals in the
first quarter, also a decrease from the previous quarter, amounting to 19 percent in dollars and 18
percent in number of deals (PriceWaterhouseCoopers & National Venture Capital Association,
2011).
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F igure 28 - Investment by Industry

Source: (Price W aterhouse Coopers & National Venture C apital Association, 2011).

According to Dow Jones VentureSource VCs have shown more interest in enterprise
technologies leading to an increase in the Software sector. The companies in the Software sector
amounted for 72 percent of deals backed by venture capitalists in the IT sector and 46 percent of
the dollar amount. The Consumer industry, Social Media, Gaming and Online Shopping
companies claimed most of the venture capital raised in the first quarter in both amount and
number of deals (Dow Jones, 2011).

According to the second quarter Moneytree report, the Software industry continues to receive the
largest investments made by VCs, a 35 percent increase in dollars and 25 percent in deals made
compared to the first quarter, amounting to $1.5 billion (Chachere, Peterson, & Mendell, 2011).
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In the second quarter of 2011, the VC investments rise 19 percent to a total of $7.5 billion in 966
deals. The quarter is the highest total since the second quarter of 2008 and the first half of 2011
provides nearly the same number of deals as 2010 but the amount is 12 percent higher, signaling
a belief in stronger exit markets and future disinvestment opportunities.
The Internet specific companies stand out in the second quarter as investments had a
tremendously increase to levels last seen in 2001. The increase was represented by a 72 percent
raise in dollars and 46 percent in number of deals. According the MoneyTree report (Chachere,
Peterson, & Mendell, 2011), five of the top 10 deals this quarter are Internet specific
investments, where these also were the top two. The recent high valuations, especially for the
social networking companies, in the IPO market, are a possible driver for the increased activity.

Private E quity

The volatile market in 2009 to 2010 due to the financial crisis are likely to have led to a
considerable shadow pipeline of private equity backed companies, implying that a number of
private equity backed companies withdrew the IPO based on negative market conditions, or have
waited out the unstable market and are yet to file an IPO. This means that private equity firms
seek to exit some of the largest deal transactions from the period of 2005 to 2007.

Due to figures in Appendix I, 2005 to 2007 represents the largest number of deals as well as
amounting values for the US private equity backed deals. As seen from figure 29, there were
only 37 and 67 exits through IPOs in 2008 and 2009 compared to 219 in 2007. Many of the
private equity backed companies that did not exit due to bad market conditions are likely to seek
exit during the near future, hence even exceed the 2007 level of IPO deals when $52 billion was
raised (Ernst & Young, 2011).
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F igure 29 - US IP O activity by year.

Source: (E rnst & Young, 2009)

Listings by Private Equity Companies
An amount of $35 billion was raised by 155 private equity firms in 2010, more than twice the

amount in 2009 and three times the amount in 2008 during the recession. Even so, the amount is
still below the levels of 2007 when the cycle peaked. In 2010, 71 percent of private equity
backed IPOs closed above their offering price by the year end in the aftermarket. The increased
activity shows that the market is becoming more attractive for raising capital through IPOs (Ernst
& Young, 2011).
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Technology deals nearly a quarter of P E-backed issuance in 2010
F igure 30 - Private E quity backed IP O sector breakdown 2010.

Source; (E rnst & Young, 2011)
  

Figure 30 shows that almost a quarter of private equity backed IPOs are represented by the
technology sector in 2010. Compared to the 10 deals made in 2009 the IPO number and value
more than tripled in 2010 amounting 35 deals raising more than $8.4 billion (Ernst & Young,
2011).

O utlook for Coming IP Os due to Venture C apitalist and Private E quity Activity

For 2011 an increase in the IPO activity can be expected based on higher valuations associated
with the recent performance of stock markets. Bullish index levels show increased investment
willingness and thereby increased holding periods. Venture capitalists have shown an increased
interest towards investments in the technology sector measured in both amounts and number of
deals, especially towards the Software sector. We see an increase in deal sizes associated with
approved financing and liquidity. Investments in Internet specific companies increased
tremendously reaching levels last seen in 2001. If the current pace in VC investing continues,
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2011 can be the sixth most active year in the history of VC financing of $26 billion (Chachere,
Peterson, & Mendell, 2011). Improved operating results for the companies as well as the need to
return cash to limited partners will thrive towards widen the IPO window.

V aluation Confidence Index Today

As discussed in chapter 3 we saw from figure 5, that at the end of 1999 that the confidence for
both individual and institutional investors was at its lowest, explaining that 70 percent believed
the market was overvalued. By shifting the focus on WRGD\¶V situation we see that the trend in the
individual LQYHVWRUV¶ confidence is downward sloping, indicating that more people are
considering the market as overvalued. From almost 70 percent believing that the market was not
overvalued to approximately 60 percent in 2011, may indicate that the individual investors are a
bit concern with the creating of hot markets in the dot-com sector. However looking at the
institutional investors we see that the confidence is almost 75 percent, which is in line with the
strong confidence that was discovered within the venture capitalists.

It may seem that the individual investors, with the lack of the professional knowledge is being
influenced by the media`s writing about a new bubble, as for the professional investors they
seem confident that the market is not overvalued, though it is in their interest that the overall
market view point towards non-overvaluations for them to be able to profit by their exit
strategies through an IPO.
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7.2 U N L IST E D C O M P A N I ES
Introduction
Chapter 7 is meant to illustrate the movements in the Internet sector, and to provide numbers
based on estimates done by others. The main point is to illustrate the increased interest in
Internet companies, by spending some attention on a few companies that have been considered
pioneers and big players within the social network industry.

Based on the increased appetite for Internet related companies, we will in this sub-chapter take a
look at some of the companies who newly listed, filed or have upcoming IPOs within the sector
of software and consumer goods. In hot markets, taking a company public provides the
companies´ shareholders with great profits, though underwriters underpricing the shares may
result in losses for the initial shareholders by money left on the table. The companies we look at
are relatively well known in the media, which may have an impact on demand for the shares
when listed, affecting the share price positively, also leading to money left on the table.

The price to sales ratio may give us an indication towards the value of the stock using the
estimated market capitalization for each of the companies investigated. As these are Internet
related companies, we choose to use the Amex IIX index as benchmark related to the price to
sales ratio. On the basis of that social networking companies are relatively new, we chose the
average benchmark from the industry based on the time from when networking companies have
been rising and when LinkedIn was founded. The benchmark ratio is computed as an average of
the time period 2003 to 2011 using data retrieved from Bloomberg, resulting in a benchmark
price to sales ratio of 3.11 (See Appendix O, Table 7). Along with this ratio, the P/E ratio will
also be considered when available for the newly listed companies.

L inkedIn
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LinkedIn is a venture backed company, founded by Reid Hoffmann from his living room in
2002, and the service launched in 2003. LinkedIn is a platform aiming to connect people based
on their professional graph, and is today the largest professional network with over 100 million
members. LinkedIn is more a community to store your business contacts, than an assembly for
friends. An important key success factor for the success of LinkedIn is the focus towards work
situation, as well as the use in job recruiting. LinkedIn is also classified as a social networking
site, where the aim is to connect people.

On the 19th of May 2011, LinkedIn went public on New York Stock Exchange (NYSE) with an
IPO price of $45, achieving an intraday high price of $122.7, a 173 percent increase. LinkedIn
issued a low float IPO where only 7.84 million of 94.5 million, 8.3 percent of shares were
offered to the public (SEC-1, 2011). The proposed maximum offering was assumed to be of $35
per share, amounting to a $3.3 billion valuation. After first day trading, the stock price surged
109 percent, to a closing price of $94.5(See Appendix J) and a valuation of approximately $8.9
billion. This gap in valuations leads to more than $388 million money left on the table, based on
the difference between opening and closing price the first trading day multiplied by the number
of outstanding shares. This means that the transferred value of $388 million from LinkedIn´s
existing shareholders to the new investors. This is in line with findings made by Ritter, that many
technology companies, especially venture capital backed, are underpriced, leaving money on the
table when going public. Whereas there may be numerous reasons for this; underwriter
compensation, a low price attract more investors and the effect of celebrity shares. It may be a
mixture of these reasons, but first of all, it is very difficult to price a company such as LinkedIn.
Social Networking companies are relatively new, making it hard to value as there are not many
to compare with, as well as valuations of technology companies are complex, based on intangible
assets and goodwill which is hard to quantify. As LinkedIn is one of the first major social
network companies going public, it may be used as a benchmark for valuation of subsequent
companies within the sector when listing for IPOs.
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The reported revenue for first quarter in 2011 for LinkedIn is approximately $93.9 million,
assuming that LinkedIn will be able to keep first quarter revenue for the next 3 quarters, the
estimated revenue will be approximately $375.7 million. Based on this estimated revenue, the
price to sales ratio for LinkedIn is 23.69 meaning that the company trades at over 23 times its
estimated revenues, which is sufficiently higher than for the industry average of 3.11. The high
expected growth rate is already priced into the stock price, which may limit upside potential and
have more potential downside risk if the company cannot generate a significant profit on sales.

Expected future growth for LinkedIn is massive, and is reflected in the company´s P/E ratio of
1346, way above the industry average (P/E Ratio for LinkedIn retrieved from Bloomberg). This
in turn, enlarges the IPO window, contributing to the average P/E industry ratio showing the
market that it is lucrative to enter now. This ratio level is reminiscent of what last seen in the dotcom bubble, led by a high valuation in the IPO market as well as a high demand from investors
wishing to participate in the new social network milestone.
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L inkedIn
 2003
 Founded.
 Receive series A funding of $4.7 million.
 2004
 Receive series B funding of $10 million.
 Reaches 1.6 million users.
 2005
 "LinkedIn Jobs" are launched.
 2007
 Raises series C funding of $12.8 million.
 2008
 Raises series D funding of $53 million.
 Raising a further funding of $22.7 million, leading to a company
valuation of $1 Billion.
 2011
 LinkedIn goes public with an initiated stock price of $45
 Three days later the stock is traded at $100 per share.
 Profit is about $12 million per year.
 C ur rent Status
 Annual Revenue: $375 million
 Recent Valuation: $8.9 Billion
 Multiple: 23.7 x Revenue.

G roupon
Groupon, a venture backed Palo Alto based company founded by Andrew Mason, is another
company that has received a lot of media attention. Groupon had its launch in November 2008,
and is today operating in 44 countries with 1500 employees (Groupon.com, 2011). The concept
of Groupon is to provide customers to Groupons clients, and in return be able to give a discount
to the customer purchasing the Groupon deal. The customers then purchase a coupon at
Groupon, and Groupon subsequently pays the client a percentage of the amount customer paid,
providing shop owners with more customers and the customers with good deals.
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Two weeks after the IPO of LinkedIn, Groupon filed for an IPO, targeting to collect $750
million. Based on their S-1 filing with sec, a valuation between $13.2 and $14.2 billion was set
by neXtup (NeXtup-2, 2011). With estimated revenue for 2011 set to $2.8 billion, this gives
Groupon a price to sales ratio of approximately 4.9 which is closer to the industry average of
3.11. Groupon had massive growth in revenue, with growth rates equal to 2,241 percent from
2009 to 2010 (NeXtup-2, 2011). Most of this revenue came from acquisitions and reporting
methods. Intermediate companies may have misleading ways of reporting sales, since their real
sales are depending on commissions based on transactions processed over their site, while this
may look like the company makes more money than it actually does. This leads to a more
reasonable price to sales ratio by pumping up the sales part of the ratio based on misleading sales
information.

Google tried to acquire Groupon for $6 billion, but the offer was declined (MacMillan, 2011).
After the bid from Google the competition has started growing rapidly, especially within the
local deals market. The site, localdealsites.com shows a current list of 167 local deal sites in the
U.S. illustrating the competitive forces within this business. Low entry barriers, competition
from players in other markets and low consumer retention may be some of the factors
contributing to this relatively low price to sales ratio. Groupon´s business model is easy to copy
and after the company entered, over 600 have emerged worldwide and 167 in the U.S. alone.
Competitors like LivingSocial has expanded to cities where Groupon is offering deals, also large
players like Facebook and Google could pose future competition based on their already existing
relationships with local companies. In the case of the IPO, investors may be positive to
Groupon, as it is the leader of the local deals market. The deceptive ratio may lead investors to
think of Groupon as underpriced, or more reasonably priced, compared to the other social
networking companies about to enter the market.
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G R O UPO N
 2008
 Launched in November.
 Series A funding of $4.8 million.
 2009
 Services available in 26 cities.
 Series B funding of $30 million.
 2010
 Series C funding of $135 million.
 Estimated value of $1.3 Billion.
 Revenue is about $760 million.
 Groupon turns down a $6 Billion buyout offer from Google.
 2011
 Series D funding of $950 million leading to a company valuation
of $4.75 Billion.
 Groupon prepares for an IPO of $25 Billion.
 C ur rent Status
 Annual Revenue: $2.8 Billion
 Recent Valuation: $13.2-$14.2 Billion
 Multiple: 4.9 x Revenue.

T witter
Twitter is a social network and a micro blogging service where users are sharing information by
using 140 characters or less. Twitter is a service where the user can decide to contribute actively
by tweeting, sharing information with other users, or just follow people in order to stay updated
on topics of interest. The service was founded by Jack Dorsey, Biz Stone and Evan Williams in
March 2006, and was available to people four months later (Crunchbase, 2011). Twitter has
become an important way of gathering and providing information, and is used by 200 million
people (NeXtup-4, 2011).
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According to neXtup, Twitter has estimated revenue of $158 million and according to Sharespost
the implied valuation of Twitter is approximately $8.4 billion (See Appendix K). Based on the
estimated numbers, Twitter´s price to sales ratio is equal to 53.16, sufficiently larger than the
industry average of 3.11.

A possible explanation of the high price to sales ratio is based on research done by neXtup which
reveals a belief that micro blogging is still in its early stages of evolution and that its full
potential is yet to be realized. Twitter has become an important way for media and public
persons to publish and discover news, giving the company a positiv upside potential for future
business. Twitter being the largest micro blogging service in the market, may attract investors
even though the company´s revenue model is yet to be tested.

Twitter
 2006
 Founded
 2010
 Revenue about $45 million.
 Raises $200 million leading to a company valuation of $3.7
Billion, more than 80 x revenue.
 C ur rent Status
 Annual Revenue: $158 million
 Recent Valuation: $8.4 Billion
 Multiple: 53.16 x Revenue.

F acebook
Mark Zuckerberg founded thefacebook.com in 2004 from his dorm at Harvard.
Thefacebook.com was rebranded to Facebook.com in 2005, and the service turned from being a
nationwide college networking website to be a social networking site aiming to connect people
all over the world (Myers, 2011). Facebook enables people communicate with their family,
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coworkers and friends, develops technologies that ensure sharing of information, and it is a free
service where everyone above 13 years old can create a profile (Facebook.com-1). The user
database of Facebook is large, reported to approach 687 million users (Su, 2011), and in March
2010 Facebook surpassed Google as the most visited website in the U.S. (Dougherty, 2010).
Over 500 000 applications currently operates on the platform and additionally 1 million actively
developing on top of the Facebook platform (NeXtup-1, 2011a).

Facebook´s shares are priced at $34.5 per share in the second market. Sharepost.com calculate
the company value based on estimated fully diluted capitalization of roughly 2.35 billion
outstanding shares, giving Facebook an estimated value of approximately $82 billion (See
Appendix L).

Since Facebook was founded, it has received $2.3 billion of funding, with the latest investment
of $1 billion from Goldman Sachs. The Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) state that
companies with number of shareholders in excess of 500 must disclose their financials, resulting
in companies often going public. According to NeXtup, Facebook is expected to file for an IPO
during April 2012 (NeXtup-1, 2011a).

According to research done by NeXtup (2011a), Facebook is estimated to double 2010 revenue
from $2 to $4 billion in 2011. Based on this and the estimated valuation of $82 billion, the price
to sales ratio for Facebook amounts to approximately 27.33, which means that Facebook trades
at over 27 times their estimated revenue, sufficiently higher than the benchmark of 3.11.

Basing the evaluation of Facebook´s company value on theory, the high ratio point towards a low
upside potential compared to a company with a relatively lower ratio, implying more downside
risk. The high pricing of Facebook, may act as a leading indicator towards investors` willingness
to pay for upcoming companies within the social networking industry. The success story of a
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seven year old social network company with an estimated valuation of $82 billion, may lead to a
rush of similar companies trying to become the next Facebook, entering the public market. This
massive company valuation takes Facebook beyond companies like Walt Disney Company
($72.48 billion), Hewlett-Packard Co ($72.55 billion) and Goldman Sachs Group Inc. Facebook
will then be listed as the 32nd biggest company in America based on market capitalization
(247wallst.com, 2011).

Facebook
 2004
 Founded
 2006
 Turns down $1 Billion buyout from Yahoo.
 Revenues $100 million.
 2007
 Microsoft buys a 1.6% stake for Facebook for $240 million,
valuing Facebook to $15 Billion.
 Revenue stays between $100-$150 million.
 2009
 Revenue about $700-$800 million.
 2010
 500 million users. Revenue $2 Billion.
 2011
 Valuations reach $82.5 Billion
 C ur rent Status
 Annual Revenue: $2-$4 Billion
 Recent Valuation: $82 Billion
 Multiple: 27.3 x Revenue.

Zynga
Zynga is a social network game developer, founded in 2007 with its base in San Francisco.
Social games are played on social platforms, allowing players to play with others all over the
world. In order to succeed, the access to large social platforms are crucial for the company.
Facebook is the largest social platform that Zynga operates on. Zynga´s top games launched on
Facebook since 2007 are; Poker in 2007, Mafia Wars in 2008, and Farm Ville in 2009 which was
the first game on Facebook reaching 10 million daily active users. Currently, Zynga´s games are
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played by more than 280 million people every month. Revenue is generated based on virtual
goods that may be purchased in the game, for example in Farm Ville such a product may be a
tractor making farming faster (Zynga-1, 2011). Zynga also get six percent of their revenue from
advertising done on their game sites on Facebook. Facebook takes a 30 percent cut of the
FRPSDQ\¶VUHYHQXHDQGKDVEHHQLPSRUWDQWIRU=\QJDVVXFFHVs of getting the early customers
(Media Post, 2011). Their reliance on Facebook has made Zynga´s success depending on social
networks exposing the company towards the development in this industry.

A long with using the Facebook platform, a major factor contributing to Zynga´s growth is their
ability to build core strategies based on buying talent in technology and software through
acquisitions. This has given them a competitive edge leading Zynga to be larger than the next 15
largest gaming companies together (Cohan, 2011).

Sharespost inc. value Zynga`s market capitalization to $11.23-$11.42 billion based on a
estimated revenue of $1.2 billion in 2011, giving the company a price to sales ratio of 9.44. This
is higher than the industry average of 3.11, and also for the more specialized industry average for
home entertainment software of 2.2. How the market will respond to the IPO is yet to be seen,
but Zynga may take advantage of the hysteria right now in the market for social networking.
Zynga filed for an IPO 1st of July (NeXtup-3, 2011), aiming for a low-floated IPO, issuing a
relatively small number of shares for the public market (Galante & Levy, 2011). As the
tendencies in the market for technology stocks point towards high demand, especially for this
type of company a low-floated IPO may lead to a high increase in share price.
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Z ynga
 2007
 Founded
 Poker is released on Facebook.
 2008
 Receive series A funding of $10 million.
 Zynga launches Mafia Wars on Facebook.
 Receives a nother round of funding, a series B funding of $29 million.
 2009
 Poker reach No 1 with 10 million active users.
 Zynga is No 1 Facebook app developer with 40 million monthly active
users.
 FarmeVill is released on Facebook, being the first game on Facebook
reaching 10 million daily active users.
 Zynga raises $180 million.
 2010
 International offices opened in India.
 Zynga aquires Unoh, one of Japans leading social game companies.
 Revenue of $597.5 million.
 2011
 Zynga files for an IPO with intention of raising $1 Billion.
 Revenue for first quarter reached $235.4 million and are estimated by
the company to be over $1 Billion in total this year.
 C ur rent Status
 Annual Revenue: $1.2 Billion
 Recent Valuation: $11.33 Billion
 Revenue Multiple: 9.44 x Revenue.

Conclusion for the Companies
From what we have seen in relation to Internet related companies, especially for the social
network industry, the respected valuations and growth in share prices grow together. This is in
line with Ritter´s (1984) definition of hot markets where investing in this sector provides higher
returns compared to other sectors. This is further supported by the increase in funding within this
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sector done by venture capitalists, showing tendencies of hot market situations, creating an
increased window for further exit strategies through IPOs in the near future.

The social networking companies are attractive based on numerous reasons. They have unlimited
upside potential, in the sense of the non-limitation of opening hours and low fixed costs. They
can essentially make money 24 hours a day at a sufficiently lower fixed cost compared to
traditional companies. They are able to target their marketing and advertisement efforts based on
access to personalized information, giving them an advantage. They attract a lot of users based
on the user´s opportunity to communicate with others and state their opinions. The growth
potential is very high in this industry, and in the current situation of the financial crisis, there are
not many other industries that are able to show for the same expected growth rates. The social
media is only in the beginning, with a lot of expected new companies to arise, though depending
on the interest from consumers.

The price to sales ratio is an indication on the value of the stock, where the five respectively
companies has higher ratios compared to the industry average price to sales ratio. LinkedIn is the
first of these companies that went public, leading the way for the subsequent companies to
follow. The price to sales ratio for LinkedIn is at a substantial higher level than for the industry
average at 23.69 compared to 3.11. The company´s tremendously high P/E ratio level shows that
LinkedIn´s shares traded at a price 1346 times their earnings. This extreme level was a result of
demand for social network companies, which the subsequent companies may take advantage of
by going public whilst the market is still hungry for these companies, taking a piece of the high
investor willingness that appears at this time.

Groupon, which filed for an IPO in early June this year, has the lowest price to sales ratio of the
five companies at a ratio level of 4.9, much closer to the industry average, though this may be a
misleading ratio level due to accounting processes. Although the sales appear to be great, the
earnings are not much to speak of. Groupon is the leader of the local deals market, but faces
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large competition, high cost regarding marketing and low entry barriers, as well as an unproven
business model. It will be interesting to see what investors emphasize when the company does an
IPO.

The four-year-old company Zynga, filed for an IPO 1st of July, aiming for a low floated IPO.
Issuing a low amount of shares to the public similar to LinkedIn, this may put an even higher
pressure on the share price in an already hot market, driving prices further. Zynga has a price to
sales ratio of 9.44, showing investors` large appetite for the company. Based on observations
from earlier IPOs done in the sector, it is likely that the eager to become an early investor when
the company goes public will put pressure on the share price, like when LinkedIn went public
and the price surged 109 percent on the first day. Zynga is, like many of the high profiled
companies filing for IPOs, using underwriters very well known by investors, which also may
contribute to an increased investor willingness based on beliefs that this is a company with a
bright future in terms of growth. It will be very interesting to see how much money this IPO will
leave on the table, and how the underwriters will price the stock based on the pressure that was
put on LinkedIn´s share price.

Twitter has the highest price to sales ratio of all, at a level of 53.16. The company has not yet
filed for an IPO, but rumors are that they will by 2011/2012. This is based on growth
expectations yet to be realized within micro blogging, providing Twitter, as a leading company,
with a great upside potential in this early stage. All though, the business model is yet to be
proved, it may be able to target ads based on user data making it attractive for advertising and
subsequently increased earnings.

Facebook is the social networking company with the highest valuation. The company is rumored
to go public in April 2012 based on their obligated investor count in the year-end. The company
is currently estimated to have a price to sales ratio of 27.3, reflecting a sufficiently higher belief
in Facebook compared to the average of the companies trading in the benchmark. A reasonable
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assumption is that the demand for Facebook shares due to an IPO will be even higher than for
LinkedIn, since Facebook is the dominant social network company in most geographic areas. It
will be interesting to see if the IPO of Facebook will further trigger several more companies
within the sector, especially those directly and indirectly related to Facebook, to do an IPO as
well. Based on Facebook´s high valuation, it will be noteworthy to see how it will affect the
overall market for social networking.

Since many of these companies are set to use the same underwriters as LinkedIn did, may it then
be the case for these IPOs as well to be underpriced? Or, might it be the effect of other factors
attributed to the high demand leading to increased share prices when entering the public market.
The effect of celebrity shares may be attributable for the four remaining companies entering the
public market, as these are well-known companies providing services that investors already
might use and adopt, in turn attract non-professional investors to this market. The unfamiliarity
toward valuing companies within this relatively new sector of social networking companies may
lead to underpricing of stocks when entering the market, in a market which is already hot. This
makes the stock price to be pinned on other things than fundamental values; the stock price
appreciates at a higher rate than for fundamental values, as for speculations in the market. Herd
behavior is often underpinned on great profit making in the stock market, even though
fundamentals are indicating overvaluations, the investors continue to trade, as there are
sufficiently demand for the stocks.
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This paper explores the making of a bubble within the stock market segment of technology as
well as for the companies which is expected to enter through an IPO. Due to high growth rates
on average in the technology industry, these companies are on average, priced higher by the
market compared to the overall stock market. From the fundamental analysis, the P/E ratio is
higher for the technology companies compared to the overall market, but compared to the levels
in the last bubble, these are nowhere near. One of the important factors for the more justifiable
P/E levels is that the listed companies are currently making money, which was not the case for a
lot of the high valuated companies in the dot-com bubble. Due to sounder business models,
earnings tend to have the same trend as the corresponding stock price, though the S&P 500 has a
closer relationship between price and earnings than the indices representing the technology
industry.

The PEG ratio indicates overvalued companies represented in the indices, especially for Amex
and QNET. This leads to a plausible assumption that companies within the sector of Internet
related companies are in general more overpriced than other companies within the sector of
technology. This is further supported by the free cash flow yield which indicates over confidence
in the market based on the free cash flow compared to the share price.

Comparing our findings of the current market situation to the previous dot-com bubble, the
analysis gives no convincing evidence of a bubble in making in the stock market, based on the
ratios used.

As the market for technology is recovering from the financial crisis and seems more bullish, it is
plausible to assume that there will be an increase in exits through IPOs affecting this market
further. The increased IPO window is a combination of the lack of profitable exit opportunities
due to the financial crisis, and the increase in deals in private equity backed companies in 2005
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to 2007 which is yet to be disinvested. In 2010 technology represented nearly a quarter of private
equity backed issuance in the IPO market, more than tripled from the year before, with more to
come.

Venture capitalists show increased interest within the technology industry, especially for
software and Internet related companies. If the investments made by venture capitalists continue
in the same pace as for the recent time, the tremendous growth in investor willingness within the
sector of Internet related companies may reach levels last seen in 2001, and become the sixth
most active year in history for venture capital. Due to approved market conditions in financing
and liquidity, an increase in IPO activity is expected enabling venture capitalists to exit their
investments with profit.

From the investigation of investor appetite towards technology, we find that this appetite is large
for private equity companies and venture capitalists. The investor willingness is especially high
for companies within the software industry, and particularly for Internet related companies. The
increased demand and deals made, especially in later stage investments made by venture
capitalists, the pipeline shadow of private equity about to be resolved, combined with increased
IPO window, has contributed to a hotter market for the Internet related companies.

Based on valuations of companies which plan to file, have filed or newly did an IPO, support the
conclusion towards a hotter market for Internet related companies, in this case, the social
networking companies. The price to sales ratio shows remarkable higher ratios for those entering
the publicly traded market compared to the industry average. Based on these findings, there seem
to be a bubble in the private market, so a crucial question is what will happen when these
companies enter the public market. These companies have massive growth over only a few years
of existence, though high growth does not equal profitability.
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There are many factors which may have direct and indirect impact on the market under
investigation. Based on previous economic events, we find that especially two of these factors
seem to be applicable for the time to come; the oil price and the interest rate. From earlier events,
the data provides us with an overview that leads us to the assumption that the growth in Internet
related companies will not be slowed down due to high oil prices, this also applies to the interest
rate. It is reasonable to conclude that an increase in interest rates will not affect the Internet
related companies much, due to their low debt to equity ratio. Continuing low interest rates, may
lead to more non-professional investors entering the stock market. This also shift demand from
bond market towards the stock market, whereas these Internet related stocks already appears
attractive, leading to further demand from investors wishing to participate in these growth
opportunities of a lifetime through herd behavior, as these growth stocks appears to be.

Social networks seem to make as much hope and optimism at the stock exchanges now, as when
the Internet was launched under the previous bubble. Listed and unlisted companies are valued at
high levels, even compared to more solid companies like Google. Based on the theory of Dr.
Rodrigue the Social network segment seems to meet the requirements fulfilling the phase of
Mania after the subsequent reasoning;

Large positions in the Software segment have been done by venture capitalists as well as private
equity firms, characterizing the stealth phase. Especially we see large investments in social
networks, consumer and mobile applications and cloud.

Investors start to see the potential profit in the industry as illustrated by the awareness phase,
where later stage investors put additional money in the market and thereby push prices up as in
the software market. The investments made in, amongst others, Facebook is one example of this.
The Russian investment company DST invested $200 million in Facebook when the company
was valued to about $10 billion in 2009. In 2011 DST along with Goldman Sachs made a further
investment of $500 million when Facebook was valued at $50 billion. Venture capitalists
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continue to invest giving them greater positions in companies in this particular segment. After
numerous discussions in technology blogs regarding the massive valuations in the industry, this
topic of discussion got the attention from the general business through serious economic press,
such as The Economist, CNN and many others.

Stocks increasing 109 percent after first day of trading makes the technology sector attractive
and indicate a high demand for a stock leaving $388 million on the table for LinkedIn. This
signifies an irrational demand for technology IPOs, and is one of the characteristics of the mania
phase. Justifications of the tremendous high valuations of companies within the software sector
are made based on that this time it is different and that the market has learned something from
the previous dot-com bubble. The argumentation is that it was very difficult to value Internet
companies since this industry was new and nothing like it had been seen before, leading to
artificial valuations of Internet companies. The companies in the current software sector,
especially the social networks, consumer and mobile applications and cloud companies are
reinventing commerce. With no appropriate benchmark for comparison these new types of
companies are very difILFXOWWRYDOXH7KHPDUNHWVHHPVWRKDYH³DFFHSWHG´WKDWWKH\KDYH
tremendous valuations, but no earnings to speak of. They are expected to have hundreds of
millions of customers, exceptional growth in revenue and profits. Even so these companies have
not earned their tremendously high valuations, yet, and the question is if they ever will.

Based on this reasoning, we conclude that the market for Internet related companies are fulfilling
the characteristics for the mania phase at this time. From our analysis we find that there is not a
bubble in the public stock market for technology, but there are tendencies pointing towards a hot
market and a making of a bubble in the companies entering the public market for social
networking companies. There appears to be a bubble in the private market, the question is; what
will happened when these companies enter the public market?
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5HFRPPHQGDWLRQVIRU)XUWKHU5HVHDUFK
For further research within this field, multiple elements which are probable to affect the market
for technology may be interesting to further investigate.

Large technology companies from China and Russia has been listed on American stock
exchanges for some time now. Great deals of these companies are copies of American
companies, such as Yandex, the RuVVLDQ³*RRJOH´DQG%DLGXWKH&KLQHVH³*RRJOH´)XUWKHU
investigations of interest, on how these listings from other countries contribute to a possible
bubble, and how these affect the valuations of the upcoming companies within the sector, may be
of relevance.

The outlook of the global economy is very uncertain due to large issues such as, amongst others,
the debt situation in the U.S. Although we found that the companies in the technology industry
on average were less affected by shifts in interest rates etc. due to their debt situation, this may
not be holding up in the years to come, depending on the overall economy in the U.S. and the
rest of the world. Further investigation towards the shift between the bond market and the stock
market may result in interesting findings.

Paying attention to several Internet related companies that are getting listed, and following them
RYHUWLPHWRVHHLIWKHUHLVDSDWWHUQDPRQJVWDODUJHVDPSOHRIWKHVH³KRW´FRPSDQLHVZKLFK
again can be a strong indicator for a potential new bubble. It will be exciting to see if the
companies that follows the five that we have investigated, will be as high priced, and if the lowfloated IPOs will maintain.

As the technology industry, and especially the Internet related companies, is operating largely in
a global market, a question of relevance is if an upcoming bubble in the respected sector to a
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larger extend will be global this time. A further investigation in markets outside the U.S. will
then be crucial to examine.
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A PP E N D I X A ± Sector B reakdown

Source: (Standard & Poor's - Indices, 2011)
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A PP E N D I X B - Index components A mex Interactive W eek Index

Source: (Amex.com - IIX, 2011)
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A PP E N D I X C ± Business models is more than just revenue and profits

Adapted from (Osterwalder, Pigneur, & Tucci, 2005)

A ppendix D ± E xternal factors influence the business triangle

Competitive
Forces
  

Business
Strategy

Legal
Environment

Customer
Demand

Business
Models

Social
Environment

Business
Organization

Technological
Change

ICT

Source; Osterwalder, Pigneur, & Tucci (2005)
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A ppendix E ± H istorical Prices for Nasdaq Composite

Adj
Date

Open

3/1/2000 4732.82

High

Low

Close

Volume

Close

4796.9 4732.82 4784.08 2232340000 4784.08

3/2/2000 4816.81 4829.01 4705.45 4754.51 2137080000 4754.51
3/3/2000 4846.01 4914.79 4813.82 4914.79 2136530000 4914.79
3/6/2000 4935.65 4980.15 4887.88 4904.85 2015580000 4904.85
3/7/2000 4991.97 5006.78 4829.88 4847.84 2156410000 4847.84
3/8/2000 4920.86 4923.14 4722.14 4897.26 2020130000 4897.26
3/9/2000 4913.08 5047.96 4857.57 5046.86 2006810000 5046.86
3/10/2000 5060.34 5132.52 5039.35 5048.62 1992170000 5048.62
3/13/2000 4879.03 5027.73 4839.26 4907.24 1736270000 4907.24
3/14/2000 4997.31 5013.49 4706.61 4706.63 1977820000 4706.63
3/15/2000 4758.44 4758.44 4553.92 4582.62 1937800000 4582.62
3/16/2000 4658.44 4717.76

4455.1 4717.39 2041510000 4717.39

3/17/2000 4702.03 4805.94 4702.03 4798.13 1691530000 4798.13
3/20/2000 4812.14

4822.7

4610

4610 1539860000

4610

3/21/2000 4589.52 4712.24 4467.53 4711.68 1753310000 4711.68
3/22/2000 4750.54 4900.42

4736.9 4864.75 1769510000 4864.75

3/23/2000 4874.17 4975.66

4865.1 4940.61 1714160000 4940.61

3/24/2000 4986.54 5078.86 4902.83 4963.03 1688970000 4963.03
3/27/2000 4994.42 5022.23 4946.61 4958.56 1380380000 4958.56
3/28/2000 4939.05 4952.93 4833.89 4833.89 1490090000 4833.89
3/29/2000 4860.02 4860.02 4641.01 4644.67 1738270000 4644.67
3/30/2000 4540.44 4683.88 4355.69 4457.89 1925860000 4457.89
Source: (Yahoo Finance - IXIC Historical Prices)
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A ppendix F ± Short-T erm Moving A verage Price Index for five indices
350
300

Rebased V alue

250
200

Amex
Nasdaq Computer

150

S&P 500
Nasdaq Composite

100

QNET

50

2011

2010

2009
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2000

1999

1998

1997
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1995

0
Date

Source: Appendix O, Appendix F  
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A ppendix G ± Short T erm Moving A verage for Price vs E arnings
S& P 500; Short-term Moving A verage for Price versus E arnings. Rebased to 100

Rebased Value

SP X : Short Term Moving Average for Price vs E arnings.
Rebased to 100
350
300
250
200
150
100
50
0

Rebased 1 Month EPS
Rebased 1 Month Price

Date
Source: Appendix O, Appendix G
  

A mex; Short-term Moving A verage for Price versus E arnings. Rebased to 100.

I I X : Short Term Moving Average for Price vs E arnings.
Rebased to 100

Rebased Value

1000
500
0

Rebased 1 Month EPS
-500

Rebased 1 Month Price

-1000
Date
Source: Appendix O, Appendix H
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Nasdaq Computer; Short-term Moving A verage for Price versus E arnings. Rebased to 100.

I X K : Short Term Moving Average for Price vs E arnings.
Rebased to 100

Rebased Value

1000
800
600
400
Rebased 1 Month EPS

200

Rebased 1 Month Price

0
-200
Date

Source: Appendix O, Appendix I

Nasdaq Composite; Short-term Moving A verage for Price versus E arnings. Rebased to 100.

Rebased Value

C C M P: Short Term Moving Average for Price vs E arnings.
Rebased to 100
700
600
500
400
300
200
100
0
-100
-200
-300

Rebased 1 Month EPS
Rebased 1 Month Price

Date
Source: Appendix O, Appendix J
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Q N E T ; Short-term Moving A verage for Price versus E arnings. Rebased to 100.

Rebased Value

Q N E T: Short Term Moving Average for Price vs E arnings.
Rebased to 100
120
100
80
60
40
20
0

Rebased 1 Month EPS

Rebased 1 Month Price

Date
Source: Appendix O, Appendix K
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A ppendix H ± Short T erm Moving A verage for Price vs E arnings
S& P 500; Long-term Moving A verage for Price versus E arnings. Rebased to 100.

Rebased Value

SP X : Long Term Moving Average for Price vs E arnings.
Rebased to 100
350
300
250
200
150
100
50
0

Rebased 180 Days EPS
Rebased 180 Days Price

Date
  

Source: Appendix O, Appendix G

A mex; Long-term Moving A verage for Price versus E arnings. Rebased to 100.

Rebased Value

I I X : Long Term Moving Average for Price vs E arnings.
Rebased to 100
800
600
400
200
0
-200
-400
-600
-800

Rebased 180 Days EPS
Rebased 180 Days Price

Date
Source: Appendix O, Appendix H
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Nasdaq Computer; Long-term Moving A verage for Price versus E arnings. Rebased to 100.

I X K : Long Term Moving Average for Price vs E arnings.
Rebased to 100
Rebased Value

1000
800
600
400
Rebased 180 Days EPS

200

Rebased 180 Days Price

0
-200
Date

Source: Appendix O, Appendix I

Nasdaq Composite; Long-term Moving A verage for Price versus E arnings. Rebased to 100.

Rebased Value

C C M P: Long Term Moving Average for Price vs E arnings.
Rebased to 100
600
500
400
300
200
100
0
-100
-200

Rebased 180 Days EPS
Rebased 180 Days Price

Date
Source: Appendix O, Appendix J
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Q N E T ; Long-term Moving A verage for Price versus E arnings. Rebased to 100.

Rebased Value

Q N E T: Long Term Moving Average for Price vs E arnings.
Rebased to 100
115
110
105
100
95
90
85

Rebased 180 Days EPS
Rebased 180 Days Price

Date
Source: Appendix N, Appendix K
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A ppendix I ± US Private E quity deal volume and value
  
Announced  US  Private  Equity  deal  volume.  

Source; Ernst & Young (2009)

Announced  US  Private  Equity  deal  value.  

Source; Ernst & Young (2009)
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A ppendix J ± L inkedIn first IP O day
LINKEDIN
PRICE

% Change

% Change Using

HIGH

Using Close Price

Intraday High

Date

PE_RATIO

PRICE

18-May-11

642.86

45

19-May-11

1346.43

94.25

122.7

109%

173%

20-May-11

1329.86

93.09

107.0

-1%

14%

Source: Retrieved from DataStream Advance

A ppendix K ± T witter V aluation

Twitter valuation according to Sharespost on 14/06-2011 - (Sharespost-2, 2011)
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A ppendix L ± F acebook V aluation

Facebook valuation according to Sharepost on 13/06/11 - (Sharespost-1, 2011)

A ppendix M ± P/E A ll Indices

Price E arnings all indices 1995-2011
3000

Price E arnings Ratio

2500

2000
P/E ratio Amex
1500

P/E ratio Nasdaq Computer
P/E ratio S&P 500

1000

P/E ratio Nasdaq Composite
P/E ratio QNET

500

1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2009
2010

0
Date

Source: Appendix O, Appendix L
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A ppendix N ± How Bloomberg calculates the ratios
Price-E arnings
Bloomberg computes the price earnings ratio based on the current price divided by the trailing weighted
earnings per share.
Price-E arnings G rowth

The PEG is estimated based on P/E from Bloomberg as well as the estimated long term growth
rate for earnings per share (EPS) for each of the indices. The estimated index long term growth
rate of earnings per share is a weighted average of underlying members' estimated long term
growth. Long term growth forecasts generally represent an expected annual increase in operating
earnings over the company's next full business cycle. In general, these forecasts refer to a period
of between three to five years. Calculated by summing all members multiplied by percent weight
in the index, adjusted for equity coverage.

F ree C ash F low Y ield
Bloomberg computes the Free Cash Flow Yield as an average for all members of the index.

Price versus E arnings
The data material is collected from Bloomberg. The earnings are represented by the trailing 12 month
earnings per Share (EPS) for the periodicity selected, which are monthly observations from 1995 to 2011.
The Price is the closing price for the index. The indices where rebased to 100 to be able to compare them

Debt to E quity ratio
Bloomberg calculate the debt to equity ratio for the indices as total debt to total equity. These are based
on the sum of short term and long term borrowings divided by total shareholder´s equity (Bloomberg).
Price to Sales Ratio
Bloomberg calculates the Price to Sales ratio as the closing price divided by the trailing 12 month sales
per share. The price to sales ratio is calculated on the index.
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A PP E N D I X O ± Dataset
Figure 6 ± Analysis.xls ± Sheet: Price - weekly chart
Figure 7 ± Analysis.xls ± Sheet: Moving Average Price Indices
Appendix F ± Analysis.xls ± Sheet: Moving Average Price Indices
Figure 8 ± Analysis.xls ± Sheet: Price vs EPS S&P500 - rebased
Figure 9 ± Analysis.xls ± Sheet: Price vs EPS AMEX - rebased
Figure 10 ± Analysis.xls ± Sheet: Price vs EPS Nasdaq Computer
Figure 11 ± Analysis.xls ± Sheet: CCMP - PI VS EPS - rebased
Figure 12 ± Analysis.xls ± Sheet: Price vs EPS S&P500 - rebased
Figure 13 ± Analysis.xls ± Sheet: Price vs EPS AMEX - rebased
Figure 14 ± Analysis.xls ± Sheet: Price vs EPS Nasdaq Computer
Figure 15 ± Analysis.xls ± Sheet: CCMP - PI VS EPS - rebased
Appendix G ± Analysis.xls ± Sheet: Moving Aver Price vs EPS-S&P500
Appendix H ± Analysis.xls ± Sheet: Moving Aver Price vs EPS-Amex
Appendix I ± Analysis.xls ± Sheet: Mov Aver PI vs EPS-N Computer
Appendix J ± Analysis.xls ± Sheet: Moving Aver Price vs EPS-N Comp
Appendix K ± Analysis.xls ± Sheet: Moving Aver Price vs EPS-QNET
Figure 16 ± Analysis.xls ± Sheet: PE - S&P vs Nasdaq Composite
Figure 17 ± Analysis.xls ± Sheet: PE - S&P vs QNET
Figure 18 ± Analysis.xls ± Sheet: PE - S&P vs Amex
Figure 19 ± Analysis.xls ± Sheet: PE - S&P vs Nasdaq Computer
Figure 20 ± Analysis.xls ± Sheet: MAV - SPX vs IXK PE
Figure 21 ± Analysis.xls ± Sheet: PE - All Indices
Figure 22 ± Analysis.xls ± Sheet: Chart PEG
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Figure 23 ± Analysis.xls ± Sheet: Free Cash Flow Yield Chart
Figure 24 ± Analysis.xls ± Sheet: Financial Leverage Chart
Appendix L ± Analysis.xls ± Sheet: PE - All Indexes
Appendix M ± Analysis.xls ± Sheet: MAV - SPX vs IXK PE

Table 2 ± Analysis.xls ± Sheet: Change due to terrorist attack
Table 3 ± Analysis.xls ± Sheet: All time high index values
Table 4 ± Analysis.xls ± Sheet: Financial Leverage Data
Table 5 ± Analysis.xls ± Sheet: Financial Leverage Data
Table 6 ± Analysis.xls ± Sheet: Financial Leverage Data
Table 7 ± Analysis.xls ± Sheet: Industry Average PSR 2003-2011
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A ppendix P ± S& P Price L evel 2009
The S&P 500 closed at 676 in March 2009, a level last seen in 1997.

Source: (Google Finance, 2011)
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A ppendix Q ± Long-T erm Moving A verage Price E arnings for S& P vs Nasdaq
Computer
Long-term Moving A verage Price E arnings for S& P 500 versus Nasdaq Computer

Moving Average S& P vs I X K
M oving A verage P/E value

140

Long T erm 180 Days

120
100
80

S&P500: Moving
Average
180 Days (P/E)

60
40

Nasdaq Computer:
Moving Average
180 Days (P/E)

20
0

Date

Source: A ppendix O , A ppendix M
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